
Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum

Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

Grade 5 Reading Scope and Sequence
Reading Workshop Words Study Grammar Skill Work

September -
October (30
Instructional Days)

Interpretation Book Clubs: Analyzing
Themes (Book 1)
The  most important thing they need to learn is to
be in charge of their own learning.  In the second
and third bends, you will suggest to students that
just as writing makes a person more awake to his or
her life, so, too, writing makes a reader more awake
to his or her text.

Post-Assessments of Units 1-16
Review skills in need
Linguistics (Linguistics Guide for
intermediate students)  Units 17-19

Editing Checklist & Using
Commas

October -
December
(30 Instructional Days)

Tackling Complexity: Moving up Levels
of Non�ction (Book 2)
This unit sets out to directly address these
challenges.  Across the unit, your students will
study ways in which their texts are becoming more
complex, and they will realize that the reading
strategies they used to rely on are insu�cient for
these new challenges.

Linguistics (Linguistics Guide for
intermediate students)  Units 20-22

Using commas to add
information in sentences with
parentheses, dashes, and
commas

January -
February
(30 Instructional Days)

Unit 3-Raising the Level of Interpretation:
Clubs, Literary Conversation, and Writing
About Reading (Low)
or
A User’s Guide for Author Study: Reading
Like a Fan (High)
Utilize your student data to choose between:
Raising the Level of Interpretation: Clubs, Literary
Conversation, and Writing About Reading or A
User’s Guide for Author Study: Reading Like a Fan.
Both units support interpretation with the Author
Study unit focusing largely on authors’ craft, intent,
and purpose.

Linguistics (Linguistics Guide for
intermediate students)  Units 23-26

Using metaphors to convey
ideas

February/April
(30 Instructional Days)

Argument and Advocacy: Researching
Debatable Issues
(Book 3)
The unit aims to help them think for themselves
and learn to have an informed viewpoint and to
communicate it clearly, as well as to listen to others.
It aims to help them think about complicated issues,
which the world is dealing, and to make decisions
that will let them live more informed lives.
*3 Week Test Prep Unit*

A�x Guide Lessons 1-3 Using footnotes to add
information
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May - June
(30 Instructional Days)

Fantasy Book Clubs: The Magic of
Themes and Symbols (Book 4)
This unit aims to capture students passion for
fantasy reading as a means of increasing their facility
with complex texts and interpretation.

Linguistics Post-assessment
Reinforce Areas in need based on
post-assessment results

Varying punctuation for mood
& tone

Optional
Additional Units

Reading in the Content Areas
(Curricular Calendars)

This unit focuses on reading to learn as students
read about science or social studies topics related to
their current curriculum.  The emphasis in this unit
then is on reading to gain knowledge and construct
ideas.

Colons and dividing long
sentences
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

Reading Workshop Grade:  5
Unit 1:  Interpretation Book Clubs: Analyzing Themes (Book 1)

Unit Description
This unit asks a lot of students and gives a lot to them as well.  The learning curve between fourth and �fth grade is an especially steep one, and work that �fth-graders are

asked to do is work that many of us didn’t do until high school (if then!).  The fact that students will convene in clubs within a week or two of the start of �fth grade is
emblematic of the tone and the message that characterize this unit.  You’ll set students up to participate by telling them that the most important thing they need to learn is to
be in charge of their own learning.  In the second and third bends, you will suggest to students that just as writing makes a person more awake to his or her life, so, too,
writing makes a reader more awake to his or her text.  Readers who write can see more in a text- the notice more and they make more of what they see.  This bend quickly
turns to the work of interpretation, teaching students how to read with interpretive lenses.  Finally, you will teach students to read analytically, noticing the way di�erent
authors develop the same theme di�erently.  You’ll also help them do some important compare-and-contrast work on several texts that develop a similar theme, too.

Big Ideas: Course Objectives / Content Statement(s)
● Study characters to synthesize, infer, and interpret information
● Create e�ective book clubs to elevate levels of reading, thinking and conversations
● Read at level books to develop the skills to write well about reading

NJ Student Learning  Standards
Writing Standards
W.5.1  Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and information.
W.5.2  Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.
W.5.3  Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using e�ective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences.
W.5.4  Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
W.5.5  With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach.
W.5.9  Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, re�ection, and research.

A. Apply grade 5 Reading standards to literature (e.g., “Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in a story or a drama, drawing on speci�c details in the text [e.g., how
characters interact]”).

W.5.10  Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, re�ection, metacognition/self-correction and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-speci�c
tasks, purposes, and audiences.
Reading Standards
RF.5.3  Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding and encoding words.

A. Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound correspondences, syllabication patterns, and morphology (e.g., roots and a�xes) to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words in context and
out of context.

RF.5.4  Read with su�cient accuracy and �uency to support comprehension.
A. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
B. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.
C. Use context to con�rm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.

RL.5.1  Quote accurately from a text, and make relevant connections when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.
RL.5.2  Determine the key details in a story, drama or poem to identify the theme and to summarize the text.
RL.5.3  Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in a story or drama, drawing on speci�c details in the text (e.g., how characters interact).
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RL.5.4  Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including �gurative language such as metaphors and similes.
RL.5.5  Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas �ts together to provide the overall structure of a particular story, drama, or poem.
RL.5.6  Describe how a narrator’s or speaker’s point of view in�uences how events are described.
RL.5.7  Analyze how visual and multimedia elements contribute to the meaning, tone, or beauty of a text (e.g., graphic novel, multimedia presentation of �ction, folktale, myth, poem).
RL.5.9  Compare, contrast and re�ect on (e.g. practical knowledge, historical/cultural context, and background knowledge) the treatment of similar themes and topics (e.g., opposition of good and evil) and patterns of
events (e.g., the quest) in stories, myths, and traditional literature from di�erent cultures
RL.5.10  By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poems at grade level text-complexity or above, with sca�olding as needed.
RI.5.2  Determine two or more main ideas of a text and explain how they are supported by key details; summarize the text.
RI.5.10  By the end of year, read and comprehend literary non�ction at grade level text-complexity or above, with sca�olding as needed.
Speaking and Listening Standards
SL.5.1  Engage e�ectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 5 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.

A. Explicitly draw on previously read text or material and other information known about the topic to explore ideas under discussion.
B. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions and carry out assigned roles.
C. Pose and respond to speci�c questions by making comments that contribute to the discussion and elaborate on the remarks of others.
D. Review the key ideas expressed and draw conclusions in light of information and knowledge gained from the discussions.

SL.5.2  Summarize a written text read aloud or information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g.,visually, quantitatively, and orally).
SL.5.3  Summarize the points a speaker makes and explain how each claim is supported by reasons and evidence.
SL.5.4  Report on a topic or text or present an opinion, sequencing ideas logically and using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details to support main ideas or themes; speak clearly at an understandable pace.
SL.5.6  Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, using formal English when appropriate to task and situation.
Language Standards
L.5.1  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.
L.5.2  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
L.5.3  Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.

A. Expand, combine, and reduce sentences for meaning, reader/listener interest, and style.
L.5.4  Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and content, choosing �exibly from a range of strategies.

A. Use context (e.g., cause/e�ect relationships and comparisons in text) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
B. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin a�xes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., photograph, photosynthesis).
C. Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to �nd the pronunciation and determine or clarify the precise meaning of key words and phrases.

L.5.5  Demonstrate understanding of �gurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.
A. Interpret �gurative language, including similes and metaphors, in context.
B. Recognize and explain the meaning of common idioms, adages, and proverbs.
C. Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., synonyms, antonyms, homographs) to better understand each of the words.

L.5.6  Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-speci�c words and phrases, including those that signal contrast, addition, and other logical relationships (e.g., however, although,
nevertheless, similarly, moreover, in addition).
NJSLS from other subject(s)
Standard 8 Computer Science
8.1.5.IC.2: Identify possible ways to improve the accessibility and usability of computing technologies to address the diverse needs and wants of users.
Standard 9 Career Readiness, Life Literacy, and Key Skills
9.2.8.CAP.2: Develop a plan that includes information about career areas of interest.
Careers (Description of a career that relates to this unit)

Essential Questions
What provocative questions will foster inquiry, understanding, and

transfer of learning?

Enduring Understandings
What will students understand about the big ideas?

● How do readers get to know characters at a deeper level?
● How do readers grow ideas about characters?

Students will understand that…
● Readers build theories and gather evidence about characters.
● Readers use inferences to build interpretations about texts.
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● How does writing about reading deepen my understanding and construct meaning of the text?
● How do readers sharpen their reading and thinking skills?
● How do readers think and write analytically?
● How does talking and building ideas with peers change the way we read texts?
● How do readers consider and generate themes from texts?

● Readers read across books looking at similarities and di�erences in characters and grow bigger
theories about them.

● Readers can use many strategies to help them better comprehend what they are reading.
● Writing about reading raises the level of integration with texts.
● Readers think and write analytically by ranking, sorting, selecting, combining, and categorizing.
● By studying the skills and strategies of interpretation while reading, writing, and talking about

literature, readers will explore texts in book clubs.
● Readers back up their ideas with support and evidence from the text.
● Reading interpretively involves linking ideas and building larger theories.
● Readers identify universal themes that thread through their books. These themes morph and

change along with the plotline, allowing for new ideas and new interpretations to emerge.

Evidence of Learning (Assessments) Accommodations and Modi�cations

Formative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Project Read Assessments
● Writing about reading
● Readers’ notebooks
● Teacher-created performance assessment
● Book club talks
● Student re�ections
● Conferences and small groups

Summative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● TCRWP Reading Assessment

Benchmark Assessments:

● Nonsense Words
● Teachers College Running Records
● Letter Sound ID
● High Frequency Word Assessment

Alternative Assessments:

● F & P Running Records
● Scholastic Running Records
● BeBop Books for running records
● G & T Assessments:Sages-2 Screening Assessment for Gifted Elementary:

Special Education:

● Curricular Modi�cations and Guidance for Students Educated in Special Class Settings
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)
Differentiation:

● Preview content and concepts
● Behavior management plan
● Highlight text
● Small group setting

High-Prep Differentiation:
● Alternative formative and summative assessments
● Guided Reading
● Personal agendas
● Project-based learning
● Tiered activities/assignments
● Varying organizers for instructions

Low-Prep Differentiation:
● Clubbing activities
● Exploration by interest
● Flexible groupings

Suggested Lessons for  Di�erentiation with Small Groups:
Bend I
4-Working with struggling and advanced readers
5-Whose story is this anyways
6-Fostering Transfer of analytic thinking
7-Helping students �nd ideas that are worth exploring
Bend II
10-Helping individuals and clubs prepare to meet
11-Using thought prompts as a tool for revising theories
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https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/folderview?id=0B7eaT_i9qrmZdzhfY2xQNkxBeGc&usp=sharing
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VAGrlKcPXG0IszIFNvfYqvmiUAaR3xQV
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CojyW8KphR7mZgS-wgTxmO1y6z0uhZJwEpV5tJ_Aqk8/edit?ts=5e44465c&pli=1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
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Mathematics/Science Language Arts/Social Studies
● Reasoning
● Yopp-Singer test of Phoneme Segmentation
● Sentence-Writing Grade Placement Test
● Linguistics Phonemic Awareness Screener
● Linguistics Decoding Pre/Post Test
● Dyslexia Screener
● PRIM checklist
● LLI; Test Preparation Lesson Framework F&P levels

12-pushing students toward higher levels of interpretation work
13-assessing how students �nd debatable topics and prepare for debate
Bend III
15-Supporting Clubs as they think across two texts
17-Theme and Perspective in assessment based teaching
18-Supporting students as they balance ambitious reading goals with rich interpretation
19-Digging Deep

English Language Learners:

● Unit 1: Curriculum for ELL
● ESL 3-5
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students at Risk for Failure:

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners}

Gifted and Talented

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students with 504 Plans

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cation
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Core Instructional and Supplemental Materials
Professional Resources:

Core Instructional, Supplemental, Instructional, and
Intervention Resources

Core Professional Resources: Core Instructional Resources:
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http://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/ela/ellscaffolding/5u1.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kxfBpODPOJTBc6fx1X2R2xCNuflEsLCq1XUFTTYYMlY/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
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● Interpretation Book Clubs Life by Lucy Calkins
● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar, Fifth Grade Interpretation Book Clubs Unit
● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● The Reading Strategies Book by Jen Seravallo
● Prompting Guide
● Writing Resources and Scope and Sequences
● Units of Study Online Resources

Supplemental Professional Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Kits
● When Readers Struggle - Teaching What Works - Irene Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell
● Rubric for Assessing a Retell on a Reading Level Assessment - Levels A-Z (Teachers

College)
● Benchmarks for Oral Fluency Rate - Words Per Minute (Teachers College)
● Primm Book
● Prompting Guide Part 1 - For Oral Reading and Early Writing
● Prompting Guide Part 2 - For Comprehension : Thinking, Talking, Writing
● Reading Strategies Book - Jennifer Serravallo
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus

● Any appropriate grade 5 novel as a read-aloud model to set up the routines
● Home of the Brave by Katherine Applegate (Level X)
● Fly Away Home by Eve Bunting (Level P)
● Wringer by Jerry Spinell (Level U)
● Stone Angel by Jane Yolen (Level P)
● Cinderella (Little Golden Book) by Jane Werner (Level M)
● Voices in the Park by Anthony Browne  (Level M)
● Four Feet, Two Sandals by Karen Lynn Williams and Khadra Mohammed (Level S)
● Tia Isa Wants a Car by Meg Medina (Level O)
● The Present Short Film https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjqiU5FgsYc
● Video “Canadian Tire: Wheels” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFuwUiHo-WI
● Video “Canadian Tire:Outsider”
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nh8gA_fIq_A
● Video “Elbow Room” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aHVx4nqgMPO
● Teacher-selected books for book talks and modeling good reader behaviors

Supplemental Resources:

● Conferring Curriculum
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● All About Sam Series by Louis Lowry (Level Q)
● Charlie Bumpers Vs. His Big Blobby Mouth by Charlie Bumpers (Level O)
● Click by Mille Kayla (Level P)
● Digging Deep Series by Jake Maddox (Level P)
● Power Forward Series by Hena Khan (Level Q)
● Switcharound by Louis Lowry (Level P)
● Eliza Bling Series by Carmella Van Vleet (Level R)
● My Name Is Sangoel by Karen Williams and Khadra Mohammed
● We Are Like the Clouds by Jorge Argueta
● The Quickest Kid in Clarkesville by Pat Zietlow Miller (Level M)
● Chopsticks by Amy Krouse Rosenthal
● Ish by Peter H. Reynolds (Level L)
● Each Kindness by Jacqueline Woodson (Level N)
● Last STop on Market Street by Matt de la Pena (Level M)

Intervention Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Texts
● Six Minute Solutions
● Fountas and Pinell Guided Reading
● Fountas and Pinell Shared Reading

Interdisciplinary Connections Integration of Technology through NJSLS
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bqe3A7aYp2t0DOKa8bzSU-CegXgCxaz5/view
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/folderview?id=0B7eaT_i9qrmZVkx4QVpaUEh3Y1k&usp=sharing
http://www.heinemann.com/myOnlineResources/default.aspx
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjqiU5FgsYc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFuwUiHo-WI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nh8gA_fIq_A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aHVx4nqgMPO
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E5SkCfCP2DThpRhrCmZkCm3wl52C6w0vv_X5JH6tiLA/edit
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
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● Correlates to routines unit in math, rules and community units in social studies Identify
classroom routines in other subject areas: math, science, and social studies.

● In Social Studies discuss routines in the community
● Understand what it means to “read close” in social studies, science, and foreign language.
● O�er short, non�ction picture books and non�ction articles on science, social studies, and

foreign language related activities to encourage building background knowledge and
independent reading about topics of interest to students.

● Encourage students to respond to texts in their speci�c subject area notebooks as they re�ect
on what they have been reading.

● Highlight texts, themes, and re�ections that connect to themes related to the Holocaust; i.e.
power, bullying, empathy, and social activism.

● Create a word study word sort in Inspiration.
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Ongoing:
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Other:
● Use Microsoft Word, Inspiration, or Smart Board Notebook software to write the words from

their word sorts.
● Use Inspiration to create a double timeline looking at plot events and character motivation.

Integration of 21st Century Themes and Skills Media Literacy Integration
● Financial, Economic, Business, and Entrepreneurial Literacy
● Civic Literacy
● Health Literacy
● Social Justice Literacy
● Creativity and Innovation
● Critical Thinking and Problem Solving Communication and Collaboration Information

Literacy
● Media Literacy
● Life and Career Skills

● Ask students to look for speci�c things when they view videos or read print material, and then
ask questions about those items

● Build on the intuitive knowledge students have gained from media about the story and
character

● Clarify the distinction between �ction and non�ction in di�erent types of media reporting on
the same topic

● Use print materials to practice reading and comprehension skills

Career Education Global Perspective
● New Jersey Educational Field Trip
● Connect With Rick Riordan
● Author Visit Kit
● Authors Who Skype

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National American Indian Heritage Month
● Black History Month
● National Women’s History Month,
● National Irish-American Heritage Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Asian Paci�c American Heritage
● Older Americans’ Month
● Jewish American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

Bend Teaching Points
Bend I: Writing about Reading
with Voice and Investment
(Session 1: Taking Charge of Your
Reading Life)

● (pg. 6) Readers, today I want to teach you that in this upcoming year, you can go through a growth spurt as a
reader, you can sprout up as a reader.  But that will only happen if you work on your reading, if you take on the
goal of getting better at reading, and if you work with deliberateness toward the speci�c goals you set.
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https://www.thehomeschoolmom.com/homeschooling-in-new-jersey/field-trips/
http://rickriordan.com/resource_type/teachers-guides/
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/books-and-authors/#author-visit-kits
https://www.katemessner.com/authors-who-skype-with-classes-book-clubs-for-free/
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(Session 2: Writing Well about
Reading)

(Session 3: Writing about Reading
Means Reading with a Writerly
Wide-Awakeness)

1. Take study of yourself as a reader and think: “what’s the most important way to get better as a reader? In your
present reading life, in what ways is your reading strong?  In what ways could your reading life get stronger?”
(Provide examples: Reading logs, reading in a quiet place, etc.)

2. Ask,.  “What goals could make a real di�erence in your reading life this year?  (Might you want to tackle more
di�cult books?  Read more?  Maybe you will take on a new genre- push yourself to read new kinds of books?)

3. Set a goal for yourself! Jot your goal down in your notebook.  Then, underneath that goal, jot some practical steps
you might follow.

● (pg. 13) Today I want to teach you that writing about your reading is the best way to improve your thinking about
a story. (Inquiry).

1. Create a reading log
2. Our question is “what are some qualities of strong writing about reading?”

(read aloud from the book, Home of the Brave.  This is about a boy named Keck who comes to Minnesota from Africa after many
people in his village- including his father and brother- are killed.

3. , you and your partner will write-in-the-air, dictating to each other what a not-so-great �fth grade entry about this
story would sound like.

4. Then, the harder job, write-in-the-air the best, most mature entry you can imagine.
5. As students, “What are some qualities of good writing about reading?”

(Set up a gallery walk with some e�ective �fth grade pieces and have students annotate the text on the chart paper the writing is on.)
(See page 19 & 20)

● (pg. 27) Today I want to teach you that people read differently when they write about their reading. You notice
stu� that others would pass right by, and you make something out of what you see.

1. Study what we already wrote! (the writing about reading we did the previous day)
2. Annotate what you learned from the gallery walk that you could do di�erently!
3. Let’s read wide awake and be alert for what feels important! “What is especially meaningful that I’m noticing? What

resonates with you?  Add it to your writing and make your writing better!
4. Add your own thinking to your writing about reading adding your exploring voice!

● (pg. 33) Mid-Workshop Teaching: In order to understand and interpret a story, readers must pay attention to story elements.
1. Review with the class the elements of a �ction story (characters, plot, setting and repeating objects).

● (pg. 35) Share: Readers push themselves to grow new ideas about reading.
1. Look through what you have read in the whole book and list the most important ideas across your �ngers.  Of these

ideas, which one is most interesting to you right now- keep that in your head.
2. Now write about this idea.  But here is the thing.  After you record your �rst thought, try to go from that �rst

though to a second thought about the same topic.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 4: Grounding Your
Thinking in the Text and Carrying
It with You as You Read On)

(Session 5: Whose Story Is This,
Anyway?:  Considering Perspective
and Its Effects)

(Session 6: Learning to Think
Analytically)

(Session 7: Having Second

3. Today you will work in partnerships, one person speaks today, we will switch another day, and use one of the
prompts on the anchor chart I just created to have a conversation.

● (pg. 39) Today I want to teach you that once readers settle on an idea about a text worth developing, they think,
“Where does this idea live in the text?”  Then they reread those selected passages closely, expecting to �nd new
insights to their initial idea.”

1. Read with your mind on �re- reading with the lens of how can I grow my initial idea and scoop up more evidence to
outgrow myself?

2. Add new thinking to your initial idea
3. Think about the choices the author made as they wrote important parts, and ask/jot why did the author make these

decisions…
4. Use prompts to say and think more: (Could it be that, Maybe it was because…) to speculate why authors make

choices. *Hint- print prompts on cards for students to use as bookmarks. *

● (pg. 47 middle of the page) Today I want to teach you that readers start a book trying to �gure out who the narrator
is to determine from whose perspective the story is being told.

1. Preview the book before we read and look at the back blurb where the narrator is usually introduced (Or the cover
photo or title!)

2. We read and ask, “Who is the narrator of this story?”
3. Imagine if this story was being told from a di�erent character’s perspective how would it be di�erent?

● (pg, 51) Today I want to teach you to think analytically a person divides into parts, then selects, ranks, and
compares.

1. Take the story and break it into parts (What’s most important and less important)
○ What are the important parts or scenes?
○ How does this part �t into the book as a whole?

2. Rank: those selections- what ideas go together?
○ What passages best represents?
○ What evidence tells us the most about?

3. Compare two of your ideas!
○ How does…. Compare with…?
○ How does… when he was… compare with...now?

(Create chart pg. 53 Questions that Can Help You think Analytically)
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
Thoughts: Revising Writing About
Reading) ● (pg. 60) Today I want to remind you that when aiming to write well about reading, it’s important to remember

that revision is the most important way to ratchet up the level of your writing.
1. Study a mentor text and highlight something the writer did well.
2. Name a goal you could try.
3. Try adding prompts! Making ideas connect! Use more details from the text!

Bend II: Raising the Level of
Writing and Talking about
Literature

(Session 8: Launching
Interpretation Book Clubs)

(Session 9: Characters--and
Readers--Find Meaning in the
Midst of Struggle)

(Session 10: Seeing a Text through
the Eyes of Other Readers)

(Session 11: Linking Ideas to Build
Larger Theories and
Interpretations)

Teachers, this is suggested as a book club meeting unit.  You have the autonomy to choose when in September launching book clubs most
makes sense to you and your students.  Upon launching book clubs, you could either have clubs meet for 10 minutes at the end of every
workshop lesson (recommended), or each club meets for an extended period of time once a week, or you have two 20 minute talk times twice
a week for all clubs to engage in conversation.  This is not put in the plans below, you have to decide what makes the most sense for your class.

● (pg.71) Today I want to teach you that as readers sharpen their reading and thinking skills, they develop the eyes
to not only see more in a text, but to make more signi�cance.  They pay more attention as they read to make
something of observations that others just pass by. *This lesson is short because you will be setting up clubs*

1. Read your books for your clubs with the same alertness!
2. Read your new books by getting to know the characters, setting, and plot. Also read closely and interpretively!

● (pg. 81) Readers think thematically by �rst naming the problem that a character faces, then asking, “What lessons
does the character learn from (that problem)?” or “What might the author want me to know about that
problem/issue?”

1. Think about the problems the character faces (Make a list!) (Go back through the text to �nd examples and refresh!)
2. Ask what  lessons did the characters learn from that problem!
● Remember readers develop interpretations by taking on the lens of character and look for place where characters

seem to realize something or change.

● (pg. 89) Today I want to teach you that the best part of reading with others is that it changes you.  You end up
viewing the text through the eyes of others, and therefore seeing more than you would otherwise have seen.

1. Find a passage or part that evokes a strong emotion.
2. Save that part to share with your partner/club
3. Ask for your partner’s interpretation
4. Reread through their lens- what is new that you’re noticing?

● (pg. 98) Today I want to teach you that readers link ideas together to build larger theories or interpretations.  As
they think about how ideas might connect, they  ask, “Could there be a larger truth or lesson here?”

1. With your book club share a pile of your post its.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 12: Reading On, with
Interpretations in Mind)

(Session 13: Debating to Prompt
Rich Book Conversation:  Readers
Have Different Viewpoints,
Defending with Claims, Reasons,
and Evidence)

(Session 14: Reflecting on Ourselves
as Book Clubs)

2. Look for connections and groups post it ideas that go together. Ask, “Do some of these ideas connect to each other
or �t together in ways that add up to an even larger idea?

○ What connections do you see between the ideas?
○ Study how 1 partner gathered their ideas- where can me make them bigger?

3. Connect ideas to form bigger theories- ask is there a larger truth or life lesson to be learned?

● (pg. 109) Today I want to remind you that once a reader has developed an interpretation about a book, it is
important that he or she stay with that idea.  As readers, you must read on in your book looking for more places
that �t with or change your idea.

1. Reread our interpretations
2. Read on with the theory in your mind looking for evidence to grow our theory or to change it!

● (pg. 119) Today I want to teach you that when di�erent readers read the same book, they often develop di�erent
viewpoints.  The di�erences can spark a debate where each person presents his/ her position and then supports it
with evidence- aiming to persuade the other person.

1. Review the evidence
2. Decide, “What’s my position?”

○ I take the position that….
○ My �rst reason for this is… My evidence for that is…  My second reason is that… My evidence for that is

that… Also….,
3. Read on and collect evidence from the book to support our ideas.

On chart paper, show some key phrases that could be used during a debate (see pg. 122. of the Teacher’s College Units of Study)
● (pg. 131) Inquiry: (Show Video) What do book club members do in an e�ective book club that lifts the level of the

club’s work?
1. Let’s look through these lenses: (pg. 131)

○ What keeps the conversation about books going?
○ How does writing about reading fuel a book conversation?
○ What happens to the topics that a club member brings up?
○ What kind of things are talked about?

2. Turn and talk what do you notice?
3. Set a goal for what you’re going to do to learn more in your club!

Bend III:  Thematic Text Sets:
Turning Texts Inside Out
(Session 15: Two Texts, One Theme:
A Comparison Study)

● (pg.143) Today I want to teach you that when you’re exploring universal themes, what’s really interesting is how
authors will develop those themes somewhat di�erently.  Sophisticated readers ask, “What’s the same and what’s
di�erent in how this theme plays out in di�erent texts?” (Show a list of Common Themes)

1. Pick two books and think, how are they similar?
2. What is the theme of each book? Develop a theory….
3. Tested the idea by rereading parts of the second book, testing to see if the theme seems important across the book.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 16: Rethinking Themes to
Allow for More Complexity)

(Session 17: Comparing Characters’
Connections to a Theme

(Session 18: Studying the Choices an
Author Did Not Make to Better
Understand the Ones They Did)

4. Continue to compare and contrast…

● (pg. 151) Today I want to teach you that strong readers deepen interpretation of their story by revising
interpretations to make them more nuanced and precise.

1. Revisit books that have the same theme
2. Reread with the lens of, “How is this theme taught di�erently?
3. Use thought prompts to jot and grow your ideas:

1. Although it’s true that ____, it’s also true that ___
2. At first I thought__, but then I realized____
3. The characters are similar because ____, the characters are different because ____.  This affects the theme

because _____.
4. The setting in similar because ____, the setting is different because ___.  This affects the theme because ____.
5. The characters’ problems are similar because ___, the characters’ problems are different because ___.  This

affects the theme because ____.
6. The characters’ relationships are similar because ____, the characters’ relationships are different because

____.  This affects the theme because ___.

● (pg. 157) Today I want to teach you that one way readers think about a theme in more complex ways is to think
how di�erent characters connect to that theme.  Readers think about how a character relates to a theme through
their thoughts, actions and dialogue.  They also think about which characters work against the theme.

1. Think of a theme that you found in both books.
2. Ask, How did di�erent characters connect to this theme. (Which characters show this theme the most clearly and

how?)
○ Sort into 3 categories:

1. Which characters are connected to the theme?
2. Somewhat connected to the theme?
3. Far away from or against the theme?

3. Write long and compare and contrast how characters connect in the same text!
4. Then compare and contrast to di�erent texts!

● (pg. 168) Today I want to teach you that it can be helpful to think about the choices authors make (and the ones
they don’t), as a way to come to new insights as a reader.

1. Look over the text and ask, “What decisions did the author make?”
○ What objects or symbols did they describe?
○ What characters did they create?
○ What words did they choose to use? (Start with the title!)

2. Ask, Think about alternatives… What could they have done?
3. Jot… I wonder….
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 19: Delving Deeper into
Literary Analysis:  Reading as
Writers)

(Session 20: Celebrate with a
Literary Salon)

4. Jot more about why this is important to the story!

● (pg. 178) Today I want to teach you that when you study a text, it can be illuminating to study the author’s goals
and the techniques he or she uses to achieve them. One way to do this is by focusing on a part where the author
seems to be trying to achieve something and asking how.

1. Study how an author writes by reviewing literary vocabulary and language (Show the goal and technique terms)
“Since writers have goals review the writers have goal cards! They achieve these goals by using techniques.”

2. Identify some goals the author in your text
3. Study the writing for the techniques the author used to achieve those goals (Could refer to pg. 185 chart for

prompts to support this work).
● (pg. 187)  Celebrate with a Literary Salon

Skills (Students will be able to…)
● Build theories and gather evidence about characters.
● Use inferences to build interpretations about texts.
● Read across books looking at similarities and di�erences in characters and grow bigger theories about them.
● Think about their reading identities and set reading goals.
● Explore and establish what it means to write well about reading.
● Record thoughts about their texts and write entries to capture their thinking.
● Consider the role perspective plays in a text and how it plays a role in how the events of a story are told.
● Identify themes by thinking about the problems the character faces and lessons learned from that problem.
● Consider universal themes as they read, comparing and contrasting those themes across texts.

Reading Workshop Grade:  5
Unit 2: Tackling Complexity: Moving Up Levels of Non�ction (Book 2)

Unit Description:
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
The non�ction texts your �fth-graders are reading are complex; they raise important challenges.  These texts tend not to contain supportive headings and subheadings, nor
the pop-out sentences that highlighted main ideas in the passages your students used to read.  These complexities are often glossed over because of the engaging visuals and
catchy fonts that make the texts appear deceptively simple.  This unit sets out to directly address these challenges.  Across the unit, your students will study ways in which
their texts are becoming more complex, and they will realize that the reading strategies they used to rely on are insu�cient for these new challenges.  At the same time, this
unit supports students in building independent non�ction reading lives outside of school.  You will help students see that readers turn to complex non�ction because those
texts give them access to the knowledge they seek and open doors of opportunity.  Across Bend I, you’ll help students inquire into the ways complex non�ction gets hard, and
you’ll support them in developing skills and strategies to tackle those di�culties.  In Bend II, you’ll invite students to take on independent inquiry projects studying  the
topic they most want to learn about.  Your teaching will support students in transferring everything they’ve learned about making meaning from complex texts to texts on
their inquiry topic.  You will extend this work, helping students to synthesize across texts and critically analyze author’s craft.\
Big Ideas: Course Objectives / Content Statement(s)

● Determine importance and synthesize information in expository non�ction
● Read from various non�ction text structures
● Read contrasting texts to determine new complexities within them
● Apply knowledge about Non�ction Reading to inquire

NJ Student Learning  Standards
Writing Standards
W.5.2  Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.
W.5.4  Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
W.5.5  With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach.
W.5.6  With some guidance and support from adults and peers, use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate with others; demonstrate su�cient
command of keyboarding skills to type a minimum of two pages in a single sitting.
W.5.7  Conduct short research projects that use several sources to build knowledge through investigation of di�erent perspectives of a topic.
W.5.8  Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information from print and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase information in notes and �nished work, and provide a list of sources.
W.5.9  Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, re�ection, and research.

B.  Apply grade 5 Reading standards to informational texts (e.g., “Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a text, identifying which reasons and evidence
support which point[s]”).

W.5.10  Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, re�ection, metacognition/self-correction and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-speci�c
tasks, purposes, and audiences.
Reading Standards
RF5.3  Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding and encoding words.

A. Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound correspondences, syllabication patterns, and morphology (e.g., roots and a�xes) to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words in context and
out of context.

RF.5.4  Read with su�cient accuracy and �uency to support comprehension.
A. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
B. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.
C. Use context to con�rm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.

RI.5.1  Quote accurately from a text and make relevant connections when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.
RI.5.2  Determine two or more main ideas of a text and explain how they are supported by key details; summarize the text.
RI.5.3  Explain the relationships or interactions between two or more individuals, events, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scienti�c, or technical text based on speci�c information in the text.
RI.5.4  Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-speci�c words and phrases in a text relevant to a grade 5 topic or subject area.
RI.5.5  Compare and contrast the overall structure (e.g., chronology, comparison, cause/e�ect, problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or information in two or more texts.
RI.5.6  Analyze multiple accounts of the same event or topic, noting important similarities and di�erences in the point of view they represent.
RI.5.7  Draw on information from multiple print or digital sources, demonstrating the ability to locate an answer to a question quickly or to solve a problem e�ciently.
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RI.5.8  Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a text, identifying which reasons and evidence support which point(s).
RI.5.9  Integrate and re�ect on (e.g. practical knowledge, historical/cultural context, and background knowledge) information from several texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the subject
knowledgeably.
RI.5.10  By the end of year, read and comprehend literary non�ction at grade level text-complexity  or above, with sca�olding as needed.
Speaking and Listening Standards
SL.5.1  Engage e�ectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 5 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.

A. Explicitly draw on previously read text or material and other information known about the topic to explore ideas under discussion.
B. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions and carry out assigned roles.
C. Pose and respond to speci�c questions by making comments that contribute to the discussion and elaborate on the remarks of others.
D. Review the key ideas expressed and draw conclusions in light of information and knowledge gained from the discussions.

SL.5.2  Summarize a written text read aloud or information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g.,visually, quantitatively, and orally).
SL.5.3  Summarize the points a speaker makes and explain how each claim is supported by reasons and evidence.
SL.5.4  Report on a topic or text or present an opinion, sequencing ideas logically and using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details to support main ideas or themes; speak clearly at an understandable pace.
SL.5.5  Include multimedia components (e.g., graphics, sound) and visual displays in presentations when appropriate to enhance the development of main ideas or themes.
SL.5.6  Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, using formal English when appropriate to task and situation.
Language Standards
L.5.1  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

A. Explain the function of conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections in general and their function in particular sentences.
B. Form and use the perfect (e.g., I had walked; I have walked; I will have walked) verb tenses.
C. Use verb tense to convey various times, sequences, states, and conditions.
D. Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb tense.
E. Use correlative conjunctions (e.g., either/or, neither/nor).

L.5.2  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
A. Use punctuation to separate items in a series.
B. Use a comma to separate an introductory element from the rest of the sentence.
C. Use a comma to set o� the words yes and no (e.g., Yes, thank you), to set o� a tag question from the rest of the sentence (e.g., It’s true, isn’t it?), and to indicate direct address (e.g., Is that you,

Steve?).
D. Use underlining, quotation marks, or italics to indicate titles of works.
E. Spell grade-appropriate words correctly, consulting references as needed.

L.5.3  Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.
L.5.4  Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and content, choosing �exibly from a range of strategies.

A. Use context (e.g., cause/e�ect relationships and comparisons in text) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
B. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin a�xes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., photograph, photosynthesis).
C. Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to �nd the pronunciation and determine or clarify the precise meaning of keywords and phrases

L.5.5  Demonstrate understanding of �gurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.
A. Interpret �gurative language, including similes and metaphors, in context.
B. Recognize and explain the meaning of common idioms, adages, and proverbs.
C. Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., synonyms, antonyms, homographs) to better understand each of the words.

L.5.6  Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-speci�c words and phrases, including those that signal contrast, addition, and other logical relationships (e.g., however, although,
nevertheless, similarly, moreover, in addition).
NJSLS from other subject(s)
Standard 8 Computer Science
8.1.5.IC.2: Identify possible ways to improve the accessibility and usability of computing technologies to address the diverse needs and wants of users.
Standard 9 Career Readiness, Life Literacy, and Key Skills
9.2.8.CAP.2: Develop a plan that includes information about career areas of interest.
Careers (Description of a career that relates to this unit)

Essential Questions Enduring Understandings
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What provocative questions will foster inquiry, understanding, and

transfer of learning?
What will students understand about the big ideas?

● How can I read tons of high‐interest non�ction texts, reading to learn all that I can, and to
read faster, smoother, with absorption—while also learning from the texts?

● How can I understand what I read, aware not just of the content but also of the structure
and reasons why that structure is a good one for carrying the content?

● How can I build theories about what the text says, noting not just what it actually says, but
also what it suggests?

Students will understand that…
● Readers read to gather information about a topic.
● Readers synthesize information and determines important as they read.
● Readers read from various non�ction text formats paying attention to the text structure.
● Readers build theories about what the text is telling and suggesting.

Evidence of Learning (Assessments) Accommodations and Modi�cations

Formative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Project Read Assessments
● Writing about reading
● Readers’ notebooks
● Teacher-created performance assessment
● Book club talks
● Student re�ections
● Conferences and small groups

Summative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● TCRWP Reading Assessments

Benchmark Assessments:

● Nonsense Words
● Teachers College Running Records
● Letter Sound ID
● High Frequency Word Assessment

Alternative Assessments:

● F & P Running Records
● Scholastic Running Records
● BeBop Books for running records
● G & T Assessments:Sages-2 Screening Assessment for Gifted Elementary:

Mathematics/Science Language Arts/Social Studies

Special Education:

● Curricular Modi�cations and Guidance for Students Educated in Special Class Settings
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)
Differentiation:

● Preview content and concepts
● Behavior management plan
● Highlight text
● Small group setting

High-Prep Differentiation:
● Alternative formative and summative assessments
● Guided Reading
● Personal agendas
● Project-based learning
● Tiered activities/assignments
● Varying organizers for instructions

Low-Prep Differentiation:
● Clubbing activities
● Exploration by interest
● Flexible groupings

Suggested Lessons for  Di�erentiation with Small Groups:
Bend I
3-Revising Your Expectations Based on How the Text is Unfolding
4-Pushing a Student’s Thinking About Main Ideas
5- Supporting Vocabulary Development
8-Using Text Complexity Cards in Your Conferences and Small Groups
9-Summarizing as Texts Get Harder
Bend II
12-Using your knowledge of text complexity to your advantage
14-Supporting Readers to Ask & Answer Questions
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● Reasoning
● Yopp-Singer test of Phoneme Segmentation
● Sentence-Writing Grade Placement Test
● Linguistics Phonemic Awareness Screener
● Linguistics Decoding Pre/Post Test
● Dyslexia Screener
● PRIM checklist
● LLI; Test Preparation Lesson Framework F&P levels

15-Supporting Foundational Work in Synthesizing Texts
16-Lifting the Level of Writing about Reading
17-Using the Learning Progression to Support Students

English Language Learners:

● Unit 2: Curriculum for ELL
● ESL 3-5
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students at Risk for Failure:

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners}

Gifted and Talented

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students with 504 Plans

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cation
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Core Instructional and Supplemental Materials
Professional Resources:

Core Instructional, Supplemental, Instructional, and
Intervention Resources

Core Professional Resources:

● Tackling Complexity by Lucy Calkins
● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar,Fifth  Grade Tackling Complexity Unit
● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website

Core Instructional Resources:

● Any appropriate grade 5  novel as a read-aloud model to set up the routines
● National Geographic (Level S-T)
● Archaeology Magazine (Level S-T)
● Cobblestone (Level S-T)
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bqe3A7aYp2t0DOKa8bzSU-CegXgCxaz5/view
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

● The Reading Strategies Book by Jen Seravallo
● Prompting Guide
● Writing Resources and Scope and Sequences
● Units of Study Online Resources

Supplemental Professional Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Kits
● When Readers Struggle - Teaching What Works - Irene Fountas and Gay Su

Pinnell
● Rubric for Assessing a Retell on a Reading Level Assessment - Levels A-Z

(Teachers College)
● Benchmarks for Oral Fluency Rate - Words Per Minute (Teachers College)
● Primm Book
● Prompting Guide Part 1 - For Oral Reading and Early Writing
● Prompting Guide Part 2 - For Comprehension : Thinking, Talking, Writing
● Reading Strategies Book - Jennifer Serravallo
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus

● Shimmy Shimmy Shimmy like My Sister Kate:  Looking at the Harlem Renaissance by Nikki
Giovanni (Level S-T)

● On My Journey Now: Looking at African American History Through the Spirituals by Nikki
Giovanni (Level S-T)

● Rose That Grew From Concrete by Nikki Giovanni (Level S-T)
● The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (Level S-T)
● Songs by Bob Dylan
● Octopus by Harry Abrams (Level S-T)
● Under the Sea: Hidden World by C. Delafosse (Level S-T)
● A Look Inside Sharks and Rays by K. Banister (Level S-T)
● Shark Attack! DK Readers (Level S-T)
● When Lunch Fights Back by Rebecca Johnson (Level S-T)
● Alien Deep by Bradley Hague (Level S-T)
● Teacher-selected books for book talks and modeling good reader behaviors

Supplemental Resources:

● Conferring Curriculum
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● 21st-Century Spaceships Series by Gloria Adams (Level R)
● Filming Stop-Motion Animation Series Zoe Saldana (Level P)
● Hedy Lamarr and Classified Communication by Virginia Loh-Hagan (Level Q)
● Making Slime Series by Amy Quinn (Level O)
● Poop Medicine Series by Laura Loria (Level O)
● Serengeti Research Journal Natalie Hyde (Level R)
● Surviving the Yellowstone Supervolcano Series by Charlie Ogden (Level Q)
● First Generation: 36 Trailblazing Immigrants and Refugees Who Make America Great by

Sandra Neil Wallace
● Streetcar to Justice: How Elizabeth Jennings Won the Right to Ride in New York by Amy Hill

Hearth

Intervention Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Texts
● Six Minute Solutions
● Fountas and Pinell Guided Reading
● Fountas and Pinell Shared Reading

Interdisciplinary Connections Integration of Technology through NJSLS

● Correlates to routines unit in math, rules and community units in social studies Identify
classroom routines in other subject areas: math, science, and social studies.

● In Social Studies discuss routines in the community

● Create a word study word sort in Inspiration.
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
● Understand what it means to “read close” in social studies, science, and foreign language.
● O�er short, non�ction picture books and non�ction articles on science, social studies, and

foreign language related activities to encourage building background knowledge and
independent reading about topics of interest to students.

● Encourage students to respond to texts in their speci�c subject area notebooks as they re�ect
on what they have been reading.

● Highlight texts, themes, and re�ections that connect to themes related to the Holocaust; i.e.
power, bullying, empathy, and social activism.

● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,
Elementary Connections Page)

● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.
Ongoing:

● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Other:
● Use Microsoft Word, Inspiration, or Smart Board Notebook software to write the words from

their word sorts.
● Use Inspiration to create a double timeline looking at plot events and character motivation.

Integration of 21st Century Themes and Skills Media Literacy Integration
● Financial, Economic, Business, and Entrepreneurial Literacy
● Civic Literacy
● Health Literacy
● Social Justice Literacy
● Creativity and Innovation
● Critical Thinking and Problem Solving Communication and Collaboration Information

Literacy
● Media Literacy
● Life and Career Skills

● Ask students to look for speci�c things when they view videos or read print material, and then
ask questions about those items

● Build on the intuitive knowledge students have gained from media about the story and
character

● Clarify the distinction between �ction and non�ction in di�erent types of media reporting on
the same topic

● Use print materials to practice reading and comprehension skills

Career Education Global Perspective
● New Jersey Educational Field Trip
● Connect With Rick Riordan
● Author Visit Kit
● Authors Who Skype

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National American Indian Heritage Month
● Black History Month
● National Women’s History Month,
● National Irish-American Heritage Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Asian Paci�c American Heritage
● Older Americans’ Month
● Jewish American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

Bend/Goals Teaching Points
Bend I:  Working with Text
Complexity
(Session 1: The More You Know, the
More You See)

● (pg. 6) Today I want to teach you that readers don’t see with their eyes alone, but with their minds.  Reading any
text well requires you to approach that text, knowing things that are apt to be important.  That knowledge comes
from knowing about the genre.

1. Read wide awake
2. Pay more attention to what matters (main ideas and their supports, text structure, parts of the text and how they �t

together). (chart pg. 6)
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 2: Orienting to More
Complex Texts)

(Session 3: Uncovering What
Makes a Main Idea Complex)

(Session 4: Strategies for
Determining Implicit Main Ideas)

(Session 5: Using Context to
Determine the Meaning of
Vocabulary in Complex Texts)

(Session 6: Inquiry into Using
Morphology of Words to Tackle
Tricky Vocabulary)

3. Flag the more important things that stand out to you!

● (pg. 17) Readers, today I want to teach you that when readers orient themselves to complex non�ction texts, they
use text features and their knowledge of the topic to help.  But as you begin reading, you also need to live in the
gray area for a while, to tolerate confusion, knowing the focus of the text may be revealed slowly.

1. Before we read we preview the text and orient ourselves to it.
2. Remember that things are not perfectly clear- we preview things like pictures, the introductory paragraph, and

subheadings and read with ambiguity, looking for how it all �ts together.

● (pg. 27)  (Inquiry) Today, let’s explore one way non�ction texts get complex: main idea.  Pose the question, “In what
ways does main idea become more complex?” (Co-Create chart with students as you read: (pg. 29)

i. The heading and subheadings don’t help or are misleading
ii. There are several main ideas

iii. The central ideas and main ideas are implicit (hidden)

● (pg. 37) Readers, today I want to teach you that once readers know how a non�ction text is complex when it
comes to main ideas, they can develop and draw on a toolkit of strategies to support them in determine the main
ideas.

1. Read a chunk
2. Ask, “What does this chunk seem to be about? Jot a box & bullets
3. Read another chunk, pause and ask how do they go together? Is this part of the 1st idea or is it a new main idea?

Add bullets or create a new box and bullets
4. After you jot a few main ideas, reread your ideas and think, “what did I have the most evidence for?” What does this

entire text seem to be about? The main idea of the entire passage is the central idea.

● (pg. 45) Inquiry Readers, today I want to teach you that as non�ction texts become more complex, the vocabulary
the author uses becomes hard and  technical, and the clues that help readers �gure out what the words mean are
often hidden.  When this happens, you have to search for clues all around the word to determine what it might
mean. (Co-Create chart with students as you work through reading a few di�erent levels of the same passage)

1. Look around-
■ what do you picture?
■ What’s happening?
■ Is it positive or negative?
■ What type of word is it?

● (pg. 56) Inquiry Readers, today I want to start with a question, “How often does it really pay o� to push ourselves
to look inside words when they are tricky?”

1. Explain how the inquiry will go.  Let students know that just for today, they will be focused on looking in words.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 7: Complex thinking about
Structure:  From Sentence Level to
Text Level)

(Session 8: Rising to the Challenges
of Nonfiction)

(Session 9: Summarizing as Texts
Get Harder)

2. Convene readers and share a few examples of what they noticed when they pushed themselves to look in words.
Caution students that it is equally important to look around the words, and channel them to return to the same
words they have studied, this time looking at context clues.

3. Send readers o� to continue to read, paying special attention today to how they �gure out tricky vocabulary.
Co-create chart (pg. 58) Look in- Root words, su�xes, pre�xes

● (pg. 65) Today, I want to teach you that as texts get more complex, readers must study and consider the structure
of those texts, noticing the overall structure and how chunks of texts are built.

1. Look at the big ways it’s organized (Expository, Narrative, hybrid)
2. Look at small parts for the change and for clues such as words that signal to us
3. Read small snippets as examples
4. Mark up what you notice!

● (pg. 75) Today, I want to teach you that as non�ction readers monitor their own comprehension, they notice when
they’re confused or feeling stuck, and they turn to tools and strategies for help.  (show them the complexity cards-
online resources)

1. Read and be on the look out for when you get stuck
2. Pause and name what is making you stuck
3. Use the text complexity cards and �nd the one that will help you most
4. Try the strategy!

● (pg. 85) Today, I want to teach you that when readers summarize complex non�ction texts, they craft short
versions of a text.  These summaries tend to include the author’s main ideas, how those main ideas relate to each
other, and the key supportive details.

1. Jot the main ideas as you read
2. Explain how the main ideas the author taught �t together
3. Say more about each main idea the author taught- name the main idea and key details
4. Be sure to name the author as you teach! (See example pg. 88)

Bend II:  Applying Knowledge
About Non�ction Reading to
Inquiry Projects
(Session 10: Learning from Sources)

● (pg. 96) Inquiry Today I want to start by asking you a question.  “How is the work we do as researchers of our
topics (and of our world) similar to and di�erent from the reading work we do in books?

1. Think about what you have done so far to learn about your inquiry topic.  Whether you observed your gold�sh as
he swam around his bowl or interviewed your karate teacher, my question is this: “what thinking were you doing?
How was it similar to (and di�erent from) the thinking you do as you read a bunch of texts?”

2. Investigate your notebook.
3. Ask students to share out and create class chart.
4. As you go o� today, I want you to think about your topic widely. learning about as many main ideas as you can that

go with your topic- this way you’ve got some ideas about what is important to know. Research in di�erent ways:
interviews, surveys, videos or observations.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 11: Learning from
Primary Research)

(Session 12: Coming to Texts as
Experts)

(Session 13: Writing about
Reading in Nonfiction)

(Session 14: Lifting the Level of
Questions (Using DOK) to Drive
Research Forward)

(Session 15: Synthesizing across
Subtopics)

5. With students, create a research plan that details the way you can accomplish di�erent ways to research.

● (pg. 105) Today I want to teach you one reason researchers do primary research is to learn as much as they can
about their topic.

1. Reread your notes from the primary research and look for patterns to �nd the main ideas.
2. Jot the main ideas.
3. Go back and forth between conducting primary research and studying your primary research notes to �nd patterns

to �nd the main idea!

● (pg. 110) Today I want to teach you that readers come to texts di�erently once they have some expertise on their
topic.  You read di�erently, and see more, because you have this knowledge in mind.

1. Read a few books or articles to get a foundation for learning new material
2. Read more books to grow our knowledge base & formulate a research question
3. Read and as you read �nd the 1st main idea
4. Read on and see how it �ts with one of the main ideas
5. Summarize what you’ve read and connect it to what you’ve already read: This part teaches…. It’s important to

notice….
.

● (pg. 122) Today I want to teach you that informational readers write to understand what they are learning as they
read.  Speci�cally, you can angle your writing so that it better explains the information.

1. Review the research question you formed
2. Really think about what part of the text you want to know more about- take apart to better understand, and learn

more.
3. Reread and �nd the main ideas and ask, What is this part really trying to get me to understand…..
4. Make a chart to help organize and see the relationships

● (pg. 129) Share: Readers, today I want to teach you that we can learn from each other’s writing about reading.
1. Skim through your pages in your reader’s notebook and select a powerful example of writing about reading that you

think the group can bene�t from.
2. Meet with another partnership and decide how you will teach each other about the writing that each of you have

done so far.  You might want to put one notebook in the center and discuss, maybe you will pass notebooks around
and studying them before discussing, etc.  However you decide, make sure you are studying what your group
members did.

3. After sharing, talk to the group about the reading goals they made for themselves earlier in this unit.   Tell them to
look closely at these goals and �nd evidence that you have been working towards your goal? Mark your evidence in a
way that makes your growth clear (post-it notes or symbols in the margin.)

4. Ask the class to think about what you still need to do to meet your goals and make a plan to achieve it.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 16: Writing about
Reading: From Big Ideas to
Specifics)

(Session 17: Comparing and
Contrasting What Authors Say
(and How They Say It))

(Session 18: Critically Reading Our
Texts, Our Topics, and Our Lives)

(Session 19: Living Differently
Because of Research)

● (pg. 132) Today I want to introduce you to a new tool that you can use to analyze questioning and invite you to use
this tool to strengthen your research.

(Share with the class a tool that will help them continue to do strong research; Depth of Knowledge (DOK) that was created in the
1990’s & Reveal a pre-made chart to the class (pg. 133 of Units of Study book) and explain the characteristics of each level by giving
examples of what a question would look like at each level (add the question in with the class.)

1. Look over your research with level 1 questions
2. Ask more questions across two texts- look for questions that you could ask of both texts. How are they similar?

How are they di�erent?
● (pg. 137) Link: Readers, today I want to teach you that you can spy on yourself while you are reading to see the

level of questions that you are asking.
1. To do this, you need to jot down ALL questions you have as your are reading.
2. Finally, take notice of your questions.  Which ones do you need to go inside the text that you are reading?
3. Discuss how you see their pile of questions growing.  With your partner, look across the piles of questions you have

and sort them into di�erent levels: level 1 is for questions that have answers that are easy to �nd, up to level 4 which
is for questions you’ll have to look across the text to answer.

4. Look across your pile of questions and set a goal for yourself- what can you do to deepen the questions you are
asking?

● (pg. 146) Readers, today I want to teach you that as researchers investigate a topic, they often encounter multiple
subtopics hidden inside their topic and ask, “How do these parts �t together?  Why is this part important?”

1. Identify a subtopic to study further, start with remembering all you already know!
2. Read a section to learn about the subtopic and ask, “How does this connect to what we already know?
3. Read another section of the text and ask: “how do these parts �t together? Why is this part important?”

● (pg. 157) Today I want to teach you that as readers craft powerful writing about reading, they constantly move
from big to small.  You might start with a big idea- your own or one of the author’s- and then you support that
idea with the speci�cs from the text.

1. Reread entries and �nd at least three places where they included speci�c details.
2. Add facts, statistics, or speci�c descriptions!
3. Reread and look for where you could add big ideas- the central idea the author is trying to convey
4. Add the author’s big ideas, or the answer to huge questions!

● (pg. 168) Today I want to remind you that after researchers have read a few sources on a topic, they compare and
contrast those texts, noticing how they portray their topics in similar ways and how they are di�erent.

1. Reread a part of two texts that teaches a similar topic
2. Read through the lens of author’s craft (Create chart pg. 170) Look for word choice, structure choice, repetition,

text features
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
3. Notice how di�erent authors forwarded the same idea. Pay attention to how it’s similar and di�erent
4. Jot using prompts to help you compare and contrast!
5. Add your own thoughts about why the authors made those decisions

● (pg. 177) Readers, I want to teach you today that readers don’t just think about the information in a text, they
�gure out the author’s perspective.

1. Reread a section of text and reread to notice the author’s perspective
2. Analyze that author’s words and images to consider the author’s perspective on a topic.  Ask yourself, “How does

the author want me to feel about this topic?” Look for words, visuals and examples to help you understand the
author’s perspective.

3. Jot about the author’s word choices and what they include and what they leave out!

● (pg. 187) Today I want to teach you that when readers study a topic deeply, they allow the research they do to
change the way they think about their topic.

1. Remind students that today is their celebration, where they get to teach others about their topic.  However, they
have to �gure out what exactly they want to teach because they can’t teach everything they have learned.

2. Demonstrate to class how you decide what to contribute to the grand conversation.
3. Ask students to use the next 20 minutes or so to determine what it is they want to teach their audience.  Remind

them to read over their notes and create a plan for what to teach.
4. Show them the To Teach Well...chart (pg. 190) and give them time to plan.
5. Celebrate!

Skills (Students will be able to…)
● Read to gather information about a topic.
● Synthesize information and determines important as they read.
● Read from various non�ction text formats paying attention to the text structure.
● Build theories about what the text is telling and suggesting.

Reading Workshop Grade: 5

Unit 3:  Curricular Calendar-Raising the Level of Interpretation: Clubs, Literary Conversation, and Writing About Reading
This unit of study aligns closely with the parallel writing unit, Literary Essay: Opening Texts and Seeing More. It also moves students into challenging interpretation work,
work that helps students read stories more analytically and gain an even deeper understanding of them.  In Bend I, students will read short �ction texts in clubs.  The main
focus of Bend I will be to help students draw on all the character study work they have done to now study characters more analytically, especially thinking about how parts
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
of a story reveal new character traits. Students will also draw on what they learned about point of view and perspective as they consider all of the characters and how each
one in�uences what happens in the story.  In Bend II, students will read chapter books in clubs.  This bend will move from character to theme work.  In Bend III, students
will compare and contrast texts, compare characters across stories, and compare and contrast themes.

NJ Student Learning Standards
Writing Standards:
W.5.1  Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and information.
W.5.2  Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.
W.5.3  Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using e�ective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences.
W.5.4  Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
W.5.5  With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach.
W.5.9  Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, re�ection, and research.

A. Apply grade 5 Reading standards to literature (e.g., “Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in a story or a drama, drawing on speci�c details in the text [e.g., how
characters interact]”).

W.5.10  Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, re�ection, metacognition/self-correction and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-speci�c
tasks, purposes, and audiences.

Reading Standards:
RF.5.3  Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding and encoding words.

A. Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound correspondences, syllabication patterns, and morphology (e.g., roots and a�xes) to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words in context and
out of context.

RF.5.4  Read with su�cient accuracy and �uency to support comprehension.
A. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
B. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.
C. Use context to con�rm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.

RL.5.1  Quote accurately from a text, and make relevant connections when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.
RL.5.2  Determine the key details in a story, drama or poem to identify the theme and to summarize the text.
RL.5.3  Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in a story or drama, drawing on speci�c details in the text (e.g., how characters interact).
RL.5.4  Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including �gurative language such as metaphors and similes.
RL.5.5  Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas �ts together to provide the overall structure of a particular story, drama, or poem.
RL.5.6  Describe how a narrator’s or speaker’s point of view in�uences how events are described.
RL.5.7  Analyze how visual and multimedia elements contribute to the meaning, tone, or beauty of a text (e.g., graphic novel, multimedia presentation of �ction, folktale, myth, poem).
RL.5.9  Compare, contrast and re�ect on (e.g. practical knowledge, historical/cultural context, and background knowledge) the treatment of similar themes and topics (e.g., opposition of good and evil) and
patterns of events (e.g., the quest) in stories, myths, and traditional literature from di�erent cultures
RL.5.10  By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poems at grade level text-complexity or above, with sca�olding as needed.
RI.5.2  Determine two or more main ideas of a text and explain how they are supported by key details; summarize the text.
RI.5.10  By the end of year, read and comprehend literary non�ction at grade level text-complexity or above, with sca�olding as needed.

Speaking & Listening Standards:
SL.5.1  Engage e�ectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 5 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.

A. Explicitly draw on previously read text or material and other information known about the topic to explore ideas under discussion.
B. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions and carry out assigned roles.
C. Pose and respond to speci�c questions by making comments that contribute to the discussion and elaborate on the remarks of others.
D. Review the key ideas expressed and draw conclusions in light of information and knowledge gained from the discussions.

SL.5.2  Summarize a written text read aloud or information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g.,visually, quantitatively, and orally).
SL.5.3  Summarize the points a speaker makes and explain how each claim is supported by reasons and evidence.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
SL.5.4  Report on a topic or text or present an opinion, sequencing ideas logically and using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details to support main ideas or themes; speak clearly at an understandable
pace.
SL.5.6  Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, using formal English when appropriate to task and situation.
Language Standards
L.5.1  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.
L.5.2  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
L.5.3  Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.

A. Expand, combine, and reduce sentences for meaning, reader/listener interest, and style.
L.5.4  Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and content, choosing �exibly from a range of strategies.

A. Use context (e.g., cause/e�ect relationships and comparisons in text) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
B. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin a�xes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., photograph, photosynthesis).
C. Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to �nd the pronunciation and determine or clarify the precise meaning of key words and phrases.

L.5.5  Demonstrate understanding of �gurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.
A. Interpret �gurative language, including similes and metaphors, in context.
B. Recognize and explain the meaning of common idioms, adages, and proverbs.
C. Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., synonyms, antonyms, homographs) to better understand each of the words.

L.5.6  Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-speci�c words and phrases, including those that signal contrast, addition, and other logical relationships (e.g., however, although,
nevertheless, similarly, moreover, in addition).

NJSLS from other subject(s)
8.1 Educational Technology
8.2 Technology Education, Engineering, Design, and Computational Thinking - Programming
Career Ready Practices
9.1 Personal Finance Literacy
9.2 Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation
Careers (Description of a career that relates to this unit)

Enduring Understandings/Goals Essential Questions
Students will understand that…

● Readers build theories and gather evidence about characters.
● Readers use inferences to build interpretations about texts.
● Readers read across books looking at similarities and di�erences in characters and grow bigger

theories about them.

● How do readers get to know characters at a deeper level?
● How do readers grow ideas about characters?
● How does writing about reading deepen my understanding and construct meaning of the text?
● How do readers sharpen their reading and thinking skills?
● How do readers think and write analytically?
● How does talking and building ideas with peers change the way we read texts?
● How do readers consider and generate themes from texts?

Evidence of Learning (Assessments) Accommodations and Modi�cations

Formative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Project Read Assessments
● Writing about reading
● Readers’ notebooks

Special Education:

● Curricular Modi�cations and Guidance for Students Educated in Special Class
Settings

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

● Teacher-created performance assessment
● Book club talks
● Student re�ections
● Conferences and small groups

Summative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Pre/Post-On-Demand Assessment

Benchmark Assessments:

● Nonsense Words
● Teachers College Running Records
● Letter Sound ID
● High Frequency Word Assessment

Alternative Assessments:

● F & P Running Records
● Scholastic Running Records
● BeBop Books for running records
● G & T Assessments:Sages-2 Screening Assessment for Gifted Elementary:

Mathematics/Science Language Arts/Social Studies
● Reasoning
● Yopp-Singer test of Phoneme Segmentation
● Sentence-Writing Grade Placement Test
● Linguistics Phonemic Awareness Screener
● Linguistics Decoding Pre/Post Test
● Dyslexia Screener
● PRIM checklist
● LLI; Test Preparation Lesson Framework F&P levels

● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, &
Mainstream Learners)

Differentiation:
● Preview content and concepts
● Behavior management plan
● Highlight text
● Small group setting

High-Prep Differentiation:
● Alternative formative and summative assessments
● Guided Reading
● Personal agendas
● Project-based learning
● Tiered activities/assignments
● Varying organizers for instructions

Low-Prep Differentiation:
● Clubbing activities
● Exploration by interest
● Flexible groupings

Suggested Lessons for  Di�erentiation with Small Groups:
Bend I
3- Connecting Cause and E�ect: Analyzing How Change Happens
4- Lifting the Level of Readers’ Writing About Reading
5-Considering the Roles that Minor Character Play in the Story
6-Di�erent Characters Have Di�erent Perspectives
7-Readers Support Their Ideas with Speci�c Text Evidence
Bend II
9- Readers Consider How Parts of a Text Reveal Particular Motifs
10- Readers Shift from Motifs to More Speci�c Theme Statements
11- Readers Trace Themes As They Read
12- Rereading when Something Reminds Readers of Another Part
14- Considering How Di�erent Characters Connect to a Theme
15- Looking Back to See How an Author Has Developed a Theme
Bend III
18- Readers Compare How Themes Develop Across Texts
19- Comparing How Characters Learn Similar Lessons Across Texts
20- Lifting the Level of Interpretation By Investigating Author’s Craft
21-Comparing Point of View

English Language Learners:

● Unit 2: Curriculum for ELL
● ESL 3-5
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, &
Mainstream Learners)

Students at Risk for Failure:

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, &

Mainstream Learners}

Gifted and Talented

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, &

Mainstream Learners)

Students with 504 Plans

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cation
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, &

Mainstream Learners)

Core Instructional and Supplemental Materials
Professional Resources:

Core Instructional, Supplemental, Instructional, and
Intervention Resources

Core Professional Resources:

● Unit of Study Building Good reading habits Text by Lucy Calkins
● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● The Reading Strategies Book by Jen Seravallo
● Prompting Guide
● Writing Resources and Scope and Sequences
● Units of Study Online Resources

Supplemental Professional Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Kits
● When Readers Struggle - Teaching What Works - Irene Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

Core Instructional Resources:

● Any appropriate grade 5 novel as a read-aloud model to set up the routines
● Four Feet, Two Sandals, by Karen Lynn William and Khadra Mohammed (Level U)
● The One and Only Ivan by Katherine Applegate (Level T)
● Panyee Football Club-Short �lm
● Liar and Spy by Rebecca Stead (Level U)
● Tuck Everlasting by Natalie Babbitt(Level U)
● The View from Saturday by E.L. Konigsburg (Level U)
● The Tiger Rising by Barbara O’Connor (Level T)
● One Crazy Summer Series by Rita Williams-Garcia (Level T)
● Big Boy by Tololwa Mollel (Level T)
● Circle Unbroken by Margot T. Raven (Level T)
● Hope by Isabell Monk (Level S)
● Juan Bobo Goes to Work by Marisa Montes (Level S)
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● Rubric for Assessing a Retell on a Reading Level Assessment - Levels A-Z (Teachers
College)

● Benchmarks for Oral Fluency Rate - Words Per Minute (Teachers College)
● Primm Book
● Prompting Guide Part 2 - For Comprehension : Thinking, Talking, Writing
● Reading Strategies Book - Jennifer Serravallo
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus

● One Green Apple by Eve Bunting (Level P)
● Teacher-selected books for book talks and modeling good reader behaviors

Supplemental Resources:

● Conferring Curriculum
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● Hatchet by Gary Paulsen (Level R)
● Frindle by Andrew Clements (Level R)
● Dear Mr. Henshaw by Beverly Cleary (Level Q)
● The Amulet Series by Kazu Kibuishi (Level Q)
● Punished! By David Lubar (Level Q)
● Fantastic Mr. Fox by Roald Dahl (Level P)
● The Best School Year Ever by Barbara Robinson (Level P)
● The Big Box by Toni Morrison
● Amazing Grace by Mary Ann Ho�man (Level L)
● Starring Grace by Mary Ann Ho�man (Level O)
● Those Shoes by Maribeth Boelts (Level L)
● Midnight Teacher: Lilly Ann Granderson and Her Secret School by Janet Halfmann

(Level Q)
● Before She Was Harriet by Lesa Cline-Ransom
● Miss Mary Reporting by Sue Macy

Intervention Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Texts
● Six Minute Solutions
● Fountas and Pinell Guided Reading
● Fountas and Pinell Shared Reading

Interdisciplinary Connections Integration of Technology through NJSLS

● Correlates to routines unit in math, rules and community units in social studies Identify
classroom routines in other subject areas: math, science, and social studies.

● In Social Studies discuss routines in the community
● Understand what it means to “read close” in social studies, science, and foreign language.
● O�er short, non�ction picture books and non�ction articles on science, social studies, and

foreign language related activities to encourage building background knowledge and
independent reading about topics of interest to students.

● Encourage students to respond to texts in their speci�c subject area notebooks as they re�ect
on what they have been reading.

● Create a word study word sort in Inspiration.
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net,

storyit.com, Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Ongoing:
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net,

storyit.com, Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.
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● Highlight texts, themes, and re�ections that connect to themes related to the Holocaust; i.e.

power, bullying, empathy, and social activism.
Other:

● Use Microsoft Word, Inspiration, or Smart Board Notebook software to write the words
from their word sorts.

● Use Inspiration to create a double timeline looking at plot events and character motivation.

Integration of 21st Century Themes and Skills Media Literacy Integration
● Financial, Economic, Business, and Entrepreneurial Literacy
● Civic Literacy
● Health Literacy
● Social Justice Literacy
● Creativity and Innovation
● Critical Thinking and Problem Solving Communication and Collaboration Information

Literacy
● Media Literacy
● Life and Career Skills

● Ask students to look for speci�c things when they view videos or read print material, and
then ask questions about those items

● Build on the intuitive knowledge students have gained from media about the story and
character

● Clarify the distinction between �ction and non�ction in di�erent types of media reporting
on the same topic

● Use print materials to practice reading and comprehension skills

Career Education Global Perspective
● New Jersey Educational Field Trip
● Connect With Rick Riordan
● Author Visit Kit
● Authors Who Skype

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National American Indian Heritage Month
● Black History Month
● National Women’s History Month,
● National Irish-American Heritage Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Asian Paci�c American Heritage
● Older Americans’ Month
● Jewish American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

Bend Teaching Points
Bend I: Analyzing
Character Traits, Change,
and Lessons
(Session 1: Analyzing Complex
Characters: Multiple Traits,
Changes Over Time, and
Motifs)

● (pgs. 5-7) Readers, today I want to teach you that many characters you’ll encounter in stories are going to have
multiple sides.  We notice how these sides emerge across the story-usually in the form of character traits that begin to
come out at di�erent parts.

1. Notice sides of a character as you read across the story.
2. Investigate the di�erent sides of characters, asking:

a. “How does my character show di�erent sides across the story?”
b. “What traits only emerge in certain parts of the story?”
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
(Session 2: Analyzing
Character Change for Main
and Minor Characters)

(Session 3: Connecting Cause
and Effect:  How Change
Happens)

(Session 4: Lifting the Level of
Readers’ Writing about
Reading)

(Session 5: Readers consider the
roles that minor characters
play in the story to fully
understand the story)

(Session 6: Considering

● (pgs. 8-9) Readers, today I want to remind you that characters not only show new sides of themselves in di�erent
parts of a story but sometimes characters also change dramatically.  One way readers investigate change is to look for
important details that reveal character change.

1. Read and pay attention to character traits and motivation.
2. Consider character change, asking:

a. “How does the main character change across this story?”
b. “How do minor characters change?”
c. “What details most reveal these changes?”

● (pgs. 10-12) Readers, when you investigate character change, you can try to connect not only how characters change,
but also what causes them to change.  To analyze this kind of cause and e�ect, readers often �nd moments of
signi�cant change, and reread what came just before that moment.

1. Think about how the character was at �rst and how they are now.
2. Name how they changed.
3. Remind yourself of the �rst moment when you really saw that change.
4. Reread asking yourself, “What happened just before this? Do I see any causes of this change?”

(Optional lessons for Bend I / This Bend should be no longer than a week)

● (pg. 13) Today I want to teach you that the strongest writing about reading actually lifts the level of your thinking
about that book.  Whenever you pause in your reading to do some writing, it helps to think about how you want to
capture not your �rst thinking, but your best thinking.

1. Pause and jot.
2. Think, “What idea is this giving me?”
3. Revise by asking, “Is this the strongest thinking I can do?”
4. Jot your best thinking.

● (pg. 13) Today I want to remind you that authors make stories and they put characters in those stories on purpose.
Each minor character plays a role in making the story.

1. Notice secondary characters.
2. Ask, “Why did the author put this character in?”
3. Ask, “How does this character in�uence the story?”
4. Jot your thinking.

● (pg. 13) Today I want to remind you that readers start a book trying to �gure out who the narrator is.  Once they
�gure out whose voice they are hearing, whose perspective they are getting, they keep in mind that every part of the
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
Perspective)

(Session 7: Readers support
their ideas with specific text
evidence)

story is told from that character’s perspective and that other characters might imagine things di�erently of have
di�erent feelings.
(Note: Draw from S. 5 in Unit 1 Interpretation Clubs)

1. Preview the book before we read and look at the back blurb where the narrator is usually introduced (Or the cover
photo or title!)

2. We read and ask, “Who is the narrator of this story?”
3. Imagine if this story was being told from a di�erent character’s perspective how would it be di�erent?

● (pg. 13) Today I want to remind you that when you are talking about the text with your club, you need to ground
your talk in text details.

1. Talk about the text with your club.
2. Point to details in the text.
3. Use phrases that push you to get closer to the text. For example:  “In the text, it says…, This shows that...or Early in the

text, readers learned that...This is important because...
Bend II: Tracing Themes
Across Complex Narratives
(and Part to Whole
Analysis)

(Session 8: Issues Characters
Face Become Motifs in a
Narrative?)

(Session 9: Parts of a Text
Support Particular Motifs)

● (pgs. 16-18) Readers, today I want to teach you that often, the issues that characters face begin to be what a story is
really about.  When an issue runs across a story, and plays an important role in the story, we often call that a motif.
Readers, then, ask, “What is this story beginning to be about?”

1. Choose a chapter book with your book club to read together.
2. As you begin reading, think about what issues or motifs you see starting to emerge.
3. Ask, “What issues do characters face? What positive qualities do characters learn about? What is this story beginning to

be about?”
4. Jot a few and discuss them with your club.

● (pgs. 19-20) Readers, when you read texts that suggest multiple motifs, it’s interesting to ask:  What parts of the text
particularly suggest certain ideas?  When you do this thinking about part to whole, you may realize that some motifs
run through the whole text, and others are strongest in certain parts.

1. Begin reading your book.
2. Use a post-it to �ag every time you see a di�erent motif emerging in your book.
3. Talk to your book club to compare your ideas.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 10: Readers Move
from Motif to Theme
Statements)

(Session 11: Readers Trace
Themes as They Read)

(Session 12: Readers reread,
connecting parts that relate to
motifs or themes)

● (pgs. 21-23) Readers, once you’ve identi�ed a motif in your story, you can ask what a story teaches about that motif,
which will lead you to a theme statement.  So, if ‘teamwork,’ is a motif, a theme statement might sound like,
‘teamwork makes you stronger together that you would be alone.’ Remember that often there will be multiple
themes laying in the lines of a book and considering di�erent motifs is one way to �nd di�erent themes.

1. Continue to read your stories.
2. Identify and track themes using di�erent colored post-its for each theme.

(When you see a part of the text that best supports one of these ideas, use a post-it to �ag it.)
3. Compare your ideas with your book club.

When thinking deeply about motifs and themes, readers...
• Analyze motifs inside a story, asking:
○ What issues do characters face?
○ What positive qualities do characters learn about?
○ What is this story beginning to be about?
• Investigate how parts of a story suggest certain motifs
• Move from motifs to theme statements, asking: What does this story teach about this motif or idea?

(ADDITIONAL POSSIBLE TEACHING POINTS FOR BEND II)

● (pg. 24) Today I want to teach you that you can carry ideas with you as you read, looking for parts that go with or
challenge your ideas.  Readers expect to revise their ideas.

1. Carry your ideas with you as you continue to read.
2. Look for parts in the text that match or challenge your ideas.
3. Revise your ideas.
4. Share your revised ideas with your book club.

● (pg. 24) Readers, when you’re reading along and suddenly your mind says, ‘wait, this part reminds me of something
that came up earlier,’ it’s almost always worth it to go back and look for that part, and reread it.  Often, you’ll �nd
the scenes are connected to a bigger idea or theme.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 13: Readers consider
which themes seem most
significant across a story)

(Session 14: Readers consider
how different characters
connect to a theme)

(Session 15: Readers look back
to see how an author has
developed a theme)

(Session 16: Readers use lenses
to question the text
independently)

1. Read your text.
2. When you read something that reminds you of an earlier part in the story, stop and jot what you notice.
3. Go back to that part and reread.
4. Notice how the parts are connected to the theme.

● (pg. 24) Today I want to teach you that as readers �nd more themes laying between the lines of a story, they don’t just
track them across the story.  Readers rank and evaluate those themes by asking, ‘Which of these themes �ts with
more parts of the text?’ and ‘Which of these themes �t with the most poignant or signi�cant moments in the text?’

1. As you read �nd multiple themes.
2. Rank the themes using the amount of evidence to rank the strongest.
3. Ask, “Which of these themes �ts with more parts of the text?” and “Which of these themes �t with the most poignant

or signi�cant moments in the text?”

● (pg. 24) Today I want to teach you that one way readers think about a theme in more complex ways is to think how
di�erent characters connect to that theme.   Readers think about which characters best represent a particular theme
through their thoughts, action, and dialogue, and which characters work against the theme.

1. As you read, think about how di�erent characters connect and learn a theme in the text.
2. Think about which characters best represent a particular theme through their thoughts, action, and dialogue.
3. Think about which characters work against the theme.

● (pg. 24) Today I want to teach you that when you are considering how an author has developed a theme, it is helpful
to have a few common ideas in mind so you can see if any of those ways apply to the story you are reading.

1. Think about the ways an author develops the theme.
2. Ask yourself if any of the lessons characters learn & authors teach apply to the story you are reading.

● (pg. 24) Today I want to remind you that readers bring multiple lenses to a text, and these lenses, help them to pose
questions as they read.  For instance, you might ask questions about character’s feelings and traits, or how characters
change, or the lessons they learn.  Often, particular parts of a story will lead you to pause and reread with one of
these lenses.

1. As you read your text, read through multiple lenses.
2. Ask yourself questions about your character’s feelings and traits, how your characters change, or the lessons they learn.
3. Pause, and reread with one of these lenses.
4. Jot your thinking on a post-it or in your reader’s notebook.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

Bend III: Comparing and
Contrasting with Increased
Agency and Independence

(Session: 17: Readers Explore
Motifs That Come Up in
More Than One Text)

(Session 18: Readers Compare
How Themes Develop Across
Texts)

● (pgs. 27-29)  Readers, today I want to teach you that often, motifs that come up in one story will also come up in
another story.  It’s interesting to lay these stories next to each other, and ask: ‘How does this motif play out in this
story versus that one?’

1. Continue to read your book club or start a new book.
2. Remind yourself of motifs that came up in a previous text
3. Ask: “Which of these motifs also come up in a second text?”
4. Ask, “Do these motifs play out in the same way, or in slightly di�erent ways in each text?”
5. Jot your thinking on a post-it or in your reader’s notebook.

● (pgs. 30-32) Today I want to remind you that when you notice two texts that teach the same theme, what’s really
interesting is to study how each text develops that theme. Sophisticated readers, therefore, as, ‘What’s the same and
what’s di�erent in how this theme plays out in di�erent texts?’

1. Select a short story or picture book you can hold next to your novel.
2. Ask, “What is the theme of each story and how are they similar?”
3. Reread parts of your novel noticing the ways the themes seem similar and di�erent.
4. Continue to compare and contrast.

When thinking deeply about motifs and themes, readers...
• Analyze motifs inside a story, asking: o What issues do characters face?
o What positive qualities do characters learn about?
o What is this story beginning to be about?
• Investigate how parts of a story suggest certain motifs
• Move from motifs to theme statements, asking: What does this story teach about this motif or idea?

● Reread parts that might be connected, considering how both moments support a motif or theme.
o Analyze how motifs may play out in more than one text
o Compare and contrast themes across two texts, especially noticing how authors use characters to develop a theme.

(ADDITIONAL POSSIBLE TEACHING POINTS FOR BEND III)
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(Session 19: Comparing how
characters learn similar lessons
across texts)

(Session 20: Lifting the level of
interpretation by investigating
author’s craft)

(Session 21: Comparing point
of view)

(Session 22: Celebrating
Interpretation)

● (pg. 33) Today I want to remind you that even when characters learn similar lessons in di�erent stories, they learn
those lessons in slightly di�erent ways.  One way that readers compare how authors have approached the same theme
is to ask, ‘How did each character learn the lesson?  What changed as a result?

1. Think about texts with the same themes.
2. Ask how characters learn similar lessons across texts.
3. Ask yourself, “How did each character learn a lesson and what changed as a result?”

● (pg. 33) Today I want to remind you that you can use all you know about author’s craft and how authors show
themes to help you to compare how di�erent authors have developed similar themes.

1. Read your book club book.
2. Think about the author’s craft and how authors show themes.
3. Discuss with your book club how di�erent authors have developed similar themes

● (pg. 33)  Today I want to remind you that one way of comparing texts that can be especially powerful is to compare
the point of view each author has used to tell the story.  Remember that asking, ‘How would the story be di�erent if
it were told another way?’ This can help you �gure out why the choice of this narrator is so important.

1. As you read today, think about the author’s point of view.
2. Ask yourself, “How would this story be di�erent if it were told another way?”
3. Discuss with your book club the di�erent perspectives that authors use to tell their stories.

● (pg. 33) Readers, when you’ve thought deeply about a character trait, theme, or lesson in a story, you may �nd that
you’ve been called to that idea because it’s also important in your life.  Readers, the next step is to consider what
character traits, themes, and lessons you discovered in stories that can connect to your life.

1. As you read today, think more deeply about the character traits, theme, or lesson learned in your story.
2. Consider ways that these are relevant in your life.
3. Discuss your thoughts with your book club.

Skills (Students will be able to…)
● Build theories and gather evidence about characters.
● Use inferences to build interpretations about texts.
● Read across books looking at similarities and di�erences in characters and grow bigger theories about them.
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● Think about their reading identities and set reading goals.
● Explore and establish what it means to write well about reading.
● Record thoughts about their texts and write entries to capture their thinking.
● Consider the role perspective plays in a text and how it plays a role in how the events of a story are told.
● Identify themes by thinking about the problems the character faces and lesson learned from that problem.
● Consider universal themes as they read, comparing and contrasting those themes across texts.

Reading Workshop Grade:  5

Unit :  3a A User’s Guide for Author Study: Reading Like a Fan
This user’s guide is aimed at supporting teaching of the ‘If...Then...unit Author Study: Reading like a Fan.’ In this unit, students will identify one author that really speaks
to them and then become an expert on everything that author has written both great and small.  This unit aligns with the Literary Essay writing unit for �fth grade.  In
Bend I, readers read more than one book by the same author.  Students read for both story elements and author’s craft and apply and transfer what they know about story
elements and craft techniques. As students read multiple texts by the author, the goal is for them to get to know the author’s work deeply and begin to notice the kinds of
problems the characters tackle, symbolism that might repeat, what types of settings show up in the author’s stories, similar character types, and so on.  During Bend II,
students continue to read books by their author and study author’s craft more deeply as they continue to transfer their previous �ction reading work.  As students close read
and reread texts during this bend they reconstruct new ideas about techniques such as the use of symbols or particular word choices. In Bend III, students are becoming
author experts, knowing writers so well they are beginning to pick up patterns and writing behaviors.  Students begin to make cross-text references and become critics of the
author’s work.  Club conversations will shift from analysis of one text to an analysis of the author’s work.  Clubs might make cross-text references, discussing familiar craft
moves or syntax patterns from across many books.  The students will also be identifying the ideas and /or topics that writers focus on and then grow theories about how
texts are in the style of or a departure from the author’s typical body of work.  In Bend IV, students make personal connections to themes they’ve noticed and to begin
thinking about how these themes play out in everyday life. The �nal focus is this unit is to encourage students to identify new favorite authors, using all they have learned
about authors and their messages in the world, and then embarking on a new reading journey.
NJ Student Learning Standards

Writing Standards:
W.5.1  Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and information.
W.5.2  Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.
W.5.3  Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using e�ective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences.
W.5.4  Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
W.5.5  With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach.
W.5.9  Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, re�ection, and research.

A. Apply grade 5 Reading standards to literature (e.g., “Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in a story or a drama, drawing on speci�c details in the text [e.g., how
characters interact]”).

W.5.10  Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, re�ection, metacognition/self-correction and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-speci�c
tasks, purposes, and audiences.

Reading Standards:
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RF.5.3  Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding and encoding words.

A. Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound correspondences, syllabication patterns, and morphology (e.g., roots and a�xes) to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words in context and
out of context.

RF.5.4  Read with su�cient accuracy and �uency to support comprehension.
A. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
B. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.
C. Use context to con�rm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.

RL.5.1  Quote accurately from a text, and make relevant connections when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.
RL.5.2  Determine the key details in a story, drama or poem to identify the theme and to summarize the text.
RL.5.3  Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in a story or drama, drawing on speci�c details in the text (e.g., how characters interact).
RL.5.4  Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including �gurative language such as metaphors and similes.
RL.5.5  Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas �ts together to provide the overall structure of a particular story, drama, or poem.
RL.5.6  Describe how a narrator’s or speaker’s point of view in�uences how events are described.
RL.5.7  Analyze how visual and multimedia elements contribute to the meaning, tone, or beauty of a text (e.g., graphic novel, multimedia presentation of �ction, folktale, myth, poem).
RL.5.9  Compare, contrast and re�ect on (e.g. practical knowledge, historical/cultural context, and background knowledge) the treatment of similar themes and topics (e.g., opposition of good and evil) and
patterns of events (e.g., the quest) in stories, myths, and traditional literature from di�erent cultures
RL.5.10  By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poems at grade level text-complexity or above, with sca�olding as needed.
RI.5.2  Determine two or more main ideas of a text and explain how they are supported by key details; summarize the text.
RI.5.10  By the end of year, read and comprehend literary non�ction at grade level text-complexity or above, with sca�olding as needed.

Speaking & Listening Standards:
SL.5.1  Engage e�ectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 5 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.

A. Explicitly draw on previously read text or material and other information known about the topic to explore ideas under discussion.
B. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions and carry out assigned roles.
C. Pose and respond to speci�c questions by making comments that contribute to the discussion and elaborate on the remarks of others.
D. Review the key ideas expressed and draw conclusions in light of information and knowledge gained from the discussions.

SL.5.2  Summarize a written text read aloud or information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g.,visually, quantitatively, and orally).
SL.5.3  Summarize the points a speaker makes and explain how each claim is supported by reasons and evidence.
SL.5.4  Report on a topic or text or present an opinion, sequencing ideas logically and using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details to support main ideas or themes; speak clearly at an understandable
pace.
SL.5.6  Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, using formal English when appropriate to task and situation.
Language Standards
L.5.1  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.
L.5.2  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
L.5.3  Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.

A. Expand, combine, and reduce sentences for meaning, reader/listener interest, and style.
L.5.4  Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and content, choosing �exibly from a range of strategies.

A. Use context (e.g., cause/e�ect relationships and comparisons in text) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
B. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin a�xes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., photograph, photosynthesis).
C. Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to �nd the pronunciation and determine or clarify the precise meaning of key words and phrases.

L.5.5  Demonstrate understanding of �gurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.
A. Interpret �gurative language, including similes and metaphors, in context.
B. Recognize and explain the meaning of common idioms, adages, and proverbs.
C. Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., synonyms, antonyms, homographs) to better understand each of the words.

L.5.6  Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-speci�c words and phrases, including those that signal contrast, addition, and other logical relationships (e.g., however, although,
nevertheless, similarly, moreover, in addition).

Enduring Understandings/Goals Essential Questions
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Students will understand that…

● When readers read more than one book by the same author, we come to know that
author.

● Author’s approaches to the same theme help the reader think about their own writing in
new ways.

● When we read many books by an author we love, we apprentice ourselves to that
author’s craft.

● Life lessons from authors can be applied to a reader’s own life.
● An author uses their life experiences to shape a story.
● Readers look for the deeper meanings within a text as a way to look deeper at the world

around them.

● How can I connect to an author and his or her body of work in a way that inspires me to
become enriched by the craft as well as themes that this author embraces in their writing?

● How can I follow an author like a fan, learning not only about the distinctive craft moves
the author tends to make but also about the topics and themes that the author tends to
address?

● How can I notice the similar and di�erent ways that an author approaches the same themes
throughout his or her writing?

● How can I come to know an author well so that I am aware of that author’s distinctive craft
moves?

● How can I study the way an author uses craft techniques to develop his or her theme?
● How can I apprentice myself to an author’s craft so that I read, aware that I could try some

of what an author has done in my own writing?
● How can I become an author expert, becoming so knowledgeable about an author that I

can talk about and reference that author’s works almost automatically, as if I were a literary
critic?

● How can I learn life lessons from the authors that I love?
● How can I live my life di�erently because of what I read?

Evidence of Learning (Assessments) Accommodations and Modi�cations

Formative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Project Read Assessments
● Writing about reading
● Readers’ notebooks
● Teacher-created performance assessment
● Book club talks
● Student re�ections
● Conferences and small groups

Summative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Pre/Post-On-Demand Assessment

Benchmark Assessments:

● Nonsense Words
● Teachers College Running Records
● Letter Sound ID
● High Frequency Word Assessment

Special Education:

● Curricular Modi�cations and Guidance for Students Educated in Special
Class Settings

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, &

Mainstream Learners)
Differentiation:

● Preview content and concepts
● Behavior management plan
● Highlight text
● Small group setting

High-Prep Differentiation:
● Alternative formative and summative assessments
● Guided Reading
● Personal agendas
● Project-based learning
● Tiered activities/assignments
● Varying organizers for instructions

Low-Prep Differentiation:
● Clubbing activities
● Exploration by interest
● Flexible groupings
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Alternative Assessments:

● F & P Running Records
● Scholastic Running Records
● BeBop Books for running records
● G & T Assessments:Sages-2 Screening Assessment for Gifted Elementary:

Mathematics/Science Language Arts/Social Studies
● Reasoning
● Yopp-Singer test of Phoneme Segmentation
● Sentence-Writing Grade Placement Test
● Linguistics Phonemic Awareness Screener
● Linguistics Decoding Pre/Post Test
● Dyslexia Screener
● PRIM checklist
● LLI; Test Preparation Lesson Framework F&P levels

Suggested Lessons for  Di�erentiation with Small Groups:
Bend I
2- Readers become experts on an author by paying attention to author’s craft.
3- Readers study character by comparing and contrasting across several books.
5- Readers notice learned strategies that author’s use to show theme.
6- Considering patterns in structure across texts.
Bend II
9- Readers compare their own craft moves in writing to author’s craft moves.
12- Fans of authors study craft moves that give them a strong emotional response.
13- Fans of authors mark sections of the text to use in their own writing.
14- Fans of authors can look for issues and themes across books.
Bend III
15- Fans of authors can predict what another book by that author might be like by getting
to know their author’s style.
16- Fans of authors compare and contrast new books to old books when they know their
author well.
Bend IV
17- Fans of authors think about why a certain book has a strong e�ect on them.
18- Readers continue to study authors even after author study is over

English Language Learners:

● Unit 2: Curriculum for ELL
● ESL 3-5
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, &

Mainstream Learners)

Students at Risk for Failure:

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, &

Mainstream Learners}

Gifted and Talented

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, &

Mainstream Learners)

Students with 504 Plans
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https://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/ela/ellscaffolding/5u2.pdf
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● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cation
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, &

Mainstream Learners)

Core Instructional and Supplemental Materials
Professional Resources:

Core Instructional, Supplemental, Instructional, and
Intervention Resources

Core Professional Resources:

● Unit of Study Building Good reading habits Text by Lucy Calkins
● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● The Reading Strategies Book by Jen Seravallo
● Prompting Guide
● Fountas and Pinnell Guided Reading Series
● Writing Resources and Scope and Sequences
● Units of Study Online Resources

Supplemental Professional Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Kits
● When Readers Struggle - Teaching What Works - Irene Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell
● Rubric for Assessing a Retell on a Reading Level Assessment - Levels A-Z (Teachers College)
● Benchmarks for Oral Fluency Rate - Words Per Minute (Teachers College)
● Primm Book
● Prompting Guide Part 2 - For Comprehension : Thinking, Talking, Writing
● Reading Strategies Book - Jennifer Serravallo
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus

Core Instructional Resources:

● Any appropriate grade 5 novel as a read-aloud model to set up the routines
● A variety of high level short texts by Sandra Cisneros or Patricia Polacco. (Level

T-V)
● A combination of shorter and longer texts by Cynthia Rylant, James Howe,

Kevin Henkes, or Sarah Weeks. (Level T-U)
● A collection of stories in an author’s anthology, such as Avi’s, “What Do Fish

Have to Do with Anything?” (Level U)
● Liar and Spy by Rebecca Stead (Level U)
● Tuck Everlasting by Natalie Babbitt(Level U)
● The View from Saturday by E.L. Konigsburg (Level U)
● The Tiger Rising by Barbara O’Connor (Level T)
● One Crazy Summer Series by Rita Williams-Garcia (Level T)
● Big Boy by Tololwa Mollel (Level T)
● Circle Unbroken by Margot T. Raven (Level T)
● Hope by Isabell Monk (Level S)
● Juan Bobo Goes to Work by Marisa Montes (Level S)
● Teacher-selected books for book talks and modeling good reader behaviors

Supplemental Resources:

● Conferring Curriculum
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● Hatchet by Gary Paulsen (Level R)
● Frindle by Andrew Clements (Level R)
● Crash by Jerry Spinelli (Level S)
● The One and Only Ivan by Katherine Applegate (Level S)
● James and the Giant Peach by Roald Dahl (Level Q)
● Dear Dr. Henshaw by Beverly Cleary (Level Q)
● The Mighty Miss Malone by Christopher Paul Curtis (Level U)
● Goin’ Someplace Special by Patricia McKissack(Level M)
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bqe3A7aYp2t0DOKa8bzSU-CegXgCxaz5/view
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/folderview?id=0B7eaT_i9qrmZVkx4QVpaUEh3Y1k&usp=sharing
http://www.heinemann.com/myOnlineResources/default.aspx
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/4/folders/1KWLr1vjJqMeWPCoOXEBAyx94hsrRvS7L
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
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● Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D Taylor (Level W)

Intervention Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Texts
● Six Minute Solutions
● Fountas and Pinell Guided Reading
● Fountas and Pinell Shared Reading

Interdisciplinary Connections Integration of Technology through NJSLS

● Correlates to routines unit in math, rules and community units in social studies Identify
classroom routines in other subject areas: math, science, and social studies.

● In Social Studies discuss routines in the community
● Understand what it means to “read close” in social studies, science, and foreign language.
● O�er short, non�ction picture books and non�ction articles on science, social studies, and

foreign language related activities to encourage building background knowledge and
independent reading about topics of interest to students.

● Encourage students to respond to texts in their speci�c subject area notebooks as they re�ect
on what they have been reading.

● Highlight texts, themes, and re�ections that connect to themes related to the Holocaust; i.e.
power, bullying, empathy, and social activism.

● Create a word study word sort in Inspiration.
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net,

storyit.com, Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Ongoing:
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net,

storyit.com, Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Other:
● Use Microsoft Word, Inspiration, or Smart Board Notebook software to write the words

from their word sorts.
● Use Inspiration to create a double timeline looking at plot events and character motivation.

Integration of 21st Century Themes and Skills Media Literacy Integration
● Financial, Economic, Business, and Entrepreneurial Literacy
● Civic Literacy
● Health Literacy
● Social Justice Literacy
● Creativity and Innovation
● Critical Thinking and Problem Solving Communication and Collaboration Information

Literacy
● Media Literacy
● Life and Career Skills

● Ask students to look for speci�c things when they view videos or read print material, and
then ask questions about those items

● Build on the intuitive knowledge students have gained from media about the story and
character

● Clarify the distinction between �ction and non�ction in di�erent types of media reporting
on the same topic

● Use print materials to practice reading and comprehension skills

Career Education Global Perspective
● New Jersey Educational Field Trip
● Connect With Rick Riordan
● Author Visit Kit

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National American Indian Heritage Month
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● Authors Who Skype ● Black History Month

● National Women’s History Month,
● National Irish-American Heritage Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Asian Paci�c American Heritage
● Older Americans’ Month
● Jewish American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

Bend Teaching Points
Bend I: When Readers
Read More Than One
Book by the Same Author,
They Come to Know That
Author.

(Session 1: Readers show they
are fans of an author by
reading and re-reading several
of their books)

(Session 2:  Readers become
experts on an author by paying
attention to author’s craft)

(Session 3: Readers study
character by comparing and
contrasting across several
books)

(Note: Page numbers reflect information from, “A User’s Guide for Author Study: Reading Like a Fan. Information was also obtained
from Pages 117-135 from If…Then...Curriculum/Author Study: Reading Like a Fan.

● (pg. 4) Today I want to teach you when you’re a fan of an author, you try to read every book that author has
written--sometimes more than once--pouring over and marking favorite parts to reread and share--parts where you
laughed, cried, or were surprised.

1. Choose a book by your favorite author.
2. Mark your favorite parts with post-its.
3. Think about and mark the parts where you experienced a strong emotional response. For example: you laughed or cried

or felt surprised.

(Note: There are many questions around story elements and craft moves embedded in the If...Then...Curriculum book between pages 122
and 126 that can promote group conversations as clubs truly get to know an author’s writing style.)

● (pg. 4) Today I want to teach you that fans of authors pay attention to the author’s craft. They can pay attention to
the kinds of settings the author describes, the themes explored, and the characters created.

1. Choose a book by your favorite author.
2. Read a section by choosing a particular lens.

a. Setting-- Ask, “What is the world of this story?  Does this author always create this same world or similar
worlds?”

b. Themes-- Ask, “What is the author trying to teach me?  Does the author always create these themes in his/her
books?”

c. Characters-- Ask, “Who is the hero in this story?  Is this hero like the hero or heroine in another book by this
author?”

● (pg. 4) Today I want to teach you that readers can move past studying characters in just one book by an author to
compare and contrast the characters in several books by the author.  Readers can then ask themselves: What does this
character want? What are his or her struggles? How are these things similar to or di�erent than those of the
characters in other books I’ve read by this author?
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 4: Readers use setting
to learn more about the
authors)

(Session 5: Readers notice
learned strategies that author’s
use to show theme)

(Session 6: Considering
patterns in structure across
texts)

(Session 7: Good readers pay
attention to the pacing of

1. Read at least two books by the same author.
2. Choose the �rst book and think about a character’s wants and struggles. (Motivation).
3. Choose a second book and think about the character’s wants and struggles (Motivation).
4. Compare and contrast the two characters by asking:

“How are these two characters’ wants and struggles similar?
How are they di�erent?
How do these characters’ wants and struggles compare and contrast with characters in other books I have read by this
author?”

5. Share your thinking.

● (pg. 4) Today I want to teach you that it is not enough to notice the settings your authors write.  It is also important
to think about what these settings tell you about the author and what his/her books are really about.

1. Read books by your author through the lens of what are the settings in the story.
2. Look for obvious patterns in the settings.
3. Look for symbolic patterns in the settings.
4. Ask, how does this connect or show the theme of this book?

● (pg. 5) Today I want to teach you that fans of authors notice the elements (strategies) authors use to show theme.
1. Read a book or part of a book by your author through the lens of theme.
2. Think about the strategies you already know about how authors can show theme: Reread through these lenses:

a. Character choices
b. Perspective
c. Role of minor characters

● (pg. 5) Today I want to teach you that another way to study an author’s work is to consider what patterns exist across
those texts.  One author might favor �ashbacks, another might tell stories through multiple perspectives, and
another might tend to include twist endings.  Studying the plot structures of many books written by the same author
can reveal patterns--and breaks in patterns--giving readers extra insight in to how that author writes.

1. Read a book or part of a book by your author through the lens of author’s craft choices.
2. Look for patterns across your authors’ books.
3. Ask, “Does my author use this plot structure in more than one book?  When is there a break in the author’s plot

structure patterns?”
4. Look for patterns or breaks in patterns across the texts with your book club members.

● (pg. 5) Today I want to teach you that fans of authors notice the pacing of the stories.
1. Read a book or part of a book by your author through the lens of pacing (how fast or slow the plot is moving) Ask the

following questions:
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
stories)

Bend II: Reading Many
Books by a Beloved Author
Means Apprenticing
Oneself to that Author’s
Craft

(Session 8: Readers notice
authors’ craft moves in order to
get to know the author better)

(Session 9: Readers compare
their own craft moves in
writing to author’s craft
moves)

a. Is there a lot of action in this story?
b. Does this story begin with action?
c. Is there a lot of dialogue?
d. Do things happen quickly or is the story slow-paced and full of description?
e. Do I have questions about the story right from the start?

2.  Discuss your �ndings  with your book club members.

(Note: Students find the “Technique and Goals” visual charts helpful when analyzing and comparing and contrasting author’s craft)
● (pg. 5) Today I want to teach you that fans of authors notice their authors’ craft moves in order to get to know their

author better.
1. Read a passage by your author.  Look for any of the following craft moves. (one at a time)

a. Symbolism- Ask, “How does my author use it?”
b. Repetition-  Ask, “How does my author use it?”
c. Word Choice
d. Beginnings/leads of books
e. Endings of books

2.   Mark these craft moves with a post-it in your text.
3.   Read another passage by your author, looking for these craft moves.
4.   Look for patterns across the books.

● (pg. 6) Today I want to teach you that fans of authors compare their own writing craft moves to their author’s craft
moves.

1. Select a passage of the author’s text and read it closely.
2. Select a passage from your own writing and read it closely.
3. Identify craft moves in the mentor text and the ones in your own writing.
4. Compare and contrast the craft moves, and create a plan to revise your own writing.

(Session 10: Fans of authors
write their own scenes from
their favorite books)

● (pg. 6) Today I want to teach you that readers who really love an author’s work will sometimes write alongside that
author--writing fan �ction by drafting scenes that could be inserted into existing stories.  To do this work, readers
study the characters, setting, plot, and style of the author.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 11: Fans of authors try
to use some of the same writing
moves as their authors)

(Session 12: Fans of authors
study craft moves that give
them a strong emotional
response)

(Session 13: Fans of authors
mark sections of the text to use
in their own writing)

Bend III: Becoming an
Author Expert

1. Choose a book by your author.
2. Ask yourself, “What scene is missing that I wish the author had included? What part of the story was left unwritten that

would have given readers a clearer sense of this event/character/relationship?  What perspective do I want to write
from?

3. Choose an additional scene to write in the book & write.

● (pg. 6) Today I want to teach you that when fans of authors write fan �ction, they try to use some of the same
writing moves as their authors.

1. Choose a scene to write.
2. Study your jots about that author’s craft moves.
3. Plan for your characters:

a. What do the characters sound like?
b. What do the characters say?
c. What do the characters do?

4.   Plan for your setting: What craft moves does my author use for the setting?
5.   Plan for your plot: What craft moves does my author use to advance the plot?

● (pg. 6) Today I want to teach you that when fans of authors write fan �ction they go back to a favorite part of the
book, or a spot where you had a strong emotional response and study the author’s craft moves.

1. Read through a favorite or emotional scene in your book.
2. Write this scene into your reader’s notebook.
3. Study the scene.  Ask yourself, “What moves doe my writer use to make this scene so e�ective and memorable?”

● (pg. 6) Today I want to teach you that just as a close eye for author’s craft helps you become stronger readers, it can
also help you as writers.  You may �nd yourself marking places in a book not just because it moves you as a reader, but
because you want to try what the author is doing in your own writing.

1. Read your author’s text.
2. Flag a part you admire with a post-it and copy down a part you admire in your notebook.
3. Ask, What craft move choice did the author make here?
4. Try out these craft moves in your own writing during writer’s workshop: For example: Varying sentence lengths,

realistic/humorous dialogue, add in more action or setting.
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(Session 14: Fans of authors
can look for issues and themes
across books)

(Session 15: Fans of authors
can predict what another book
by that author might be like by
getting to know their author’s
style)

(Session 16: Fans of authors
compare and contrast new
books to old books when they
know their author well)

Bend IV:  Readers Explore
the Deeper Connections
that An Author Inspires
Within Us.

● (pg. 6) Today I want to teach you that once readers are experts on an author, they can lay out the books they have
read and note what issues and themes come up, and whether some of these run through several of the books.

1. Look through your notebooks for themes we have explored in previous units.
2. Pick one book by your author. Ask yourself, “Which of these themes does my author write about?”
3. Examples of some themes:

a. Relationships between family and friends vs. isolation.
b. Does the main character lose one thing, but �nd something else of deeper value--and if so, what does she/he

�nd?
c. Are all the books about good vs. evil?
d. Is every book about growing up?
e. Are all the books about �nding courage from within?
f. Is every book about being resilient and �ghting challenges?
g. What is the main character’s journey of growth?

4.   Pick another book by your author and look at the list of themes.
5.   Ask, “Which of these themes does my author address multiple times throughout the text?

● (pg. 6)  Today I want to teach you that as readers begin to understand the themes and topics that an author tends to
return to, they start to build a sense of what the author is ‘known for.’  Readers can use that knowledge to anticipate
how the next book they plan to read by an author will ful�ll or be di�erent from their expectations about this
author’s work.

1. List the patterns of your author that you have collected so far (craft moves, themes, plot structure, topics, etc.)
2. Predict what patterns another book might have.
3. Read to see if you’re right!

● (pg. 6) Today I want to teach you that readers can use their knowledge of an author’s body of work--the topic choice,
themes, craft moves, plots, settings, and characters--to compare and contrast the author’s books.

1. Choose a new book by your author.
2. Look at your notes on your author’s patterns: topic choice, theme, craft moves, plots, settings, and characters.
3. Ask yourself, “What is this author doing that is new?”
4. As yourself, “In what way is this part like a part in another book by this author?

● (pg. 7) Today I want to teach you that readers look to the places that resonate for them most and then ask themselves,
“What is it about me that this part of this text is speaking to?  You may not know the answer right away, so it can
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(Session 17: Fans of authors
think about why a certain book
has a strong effect on them)

help to write long about that part, or to talk to other people about it.  These moments help you realize the things you
care about the most.

1. Read until you come to a spot that gives you a strong emotional response.  One that you love and are really interested
in.

2. Put a post-it on that spot in the book.
3. Jot why you think this part of the book had such a strong e�ect on you.
4. Share your jots with your book clubs to help extend your thinking.
5. Write long o� of your post-it about why you think you have a connection with your author.

(Session 18: Readers continue
to study authors even after
author study is over)

● (pg. 7) Today I want to teach you that your love of authors doesn’t have to stop just because the author study is over.
You can continue to live with your author, gathering books that you haven’t yet read.  You can �nd new titles by
asking your club mates or the librarian, or by going online and visiting your favorite author’s website.  Or you could
�nd another author to study, to become an expert on!

1. Continuing gathering books by this author from our classroom, the library, online, the bookstore, and swap with
friends.

2. Set up a book club during recess, or before school with peers who also share a love for your author!
Skills (Students will be able to…)

● Analyze the impact of a scene, chapter, or sentence on the development of the theme, plot, or character change.
● Analyze the impact of �gurative language and narrative techniques on meaning and tone.
● Assemble relevant textual evidence to support literal and inferential claims.
● Compare and contrast an author's approach to similar themes and topics across genres and texts.
● Compare and contrast narrative elements across texts and genres.
● Construct a valid literary claim with relevant textual evidence and logical reasoning.
● Construct appropriate graphic organizers to support interpretation.
● Describe the narrative structure of a text.
● Determine a theme.
● Develop reading artifacts (jots, long writes, entries) to generate and revise literary theories.
● Employ active reading strategies to construct meaning across a text.
● Employ literary lens for character and thematic analysis.
● Enact accountable talk routines and roles.
● Generate and defend a list of recurring themes and common attributes across an author's various works.
● Identify narrative elements. (character, setting, plot, con�ict, theme)
● Retell with meaning and a focus on literary elements.
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Reading Workshop Grade:  5
Unit 4:  Argument and Advocacy - Researching Debatable Issues (Book 3)
Unit Description:

This unit supports students in reading more complex, challenging non�ction. It aims to support �fth-graders in becoming more active and critical citizens. The unit aims
to help them think for themselves and learn to have an informed viewpoint and to communicate it clearly, as well as to listen to others. It aims to help them think about
complicated issues, which the world is dealing with, and to make decisions that will let them live more informed lives.
Big Ideas: Course Objectives / Content Statement(s)

● Draw on all they have learned about how to read complex non�ction in order to research and make arguments about provocative, debatable issues.
● How do I investigate an issue?
● How do I raise the level of research to consider craft, perspective, and evaluate arguments?
● How do I research a new issue with agency, independence, and the lens of power and advocacy?

NJ Student Learning Standards
Writing Standards
W.5.1  Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and information.
W.5.4  Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
W.5.6  With some guidance and support from adults and peers, use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate with others; demonstrate su�cient
command of keyboarding skills to type a minimum of two pages in a single sitting.
W.5.7  Conduct short research projects that use several sources to build knowledge through investigation of di�erent perspectives of a topic.
W.5.8  Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information from print and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase information in notes and �nished work, and provide a list of sources
W.5.9  Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, re�ection, and research.

B.  Apply grade 5 Reading standards to informational texts (e.g., “Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a text, identifying which reasons and evidence support
which point[s]”).

Reading Standards
RF.5.4  Read with su�cient accuracy and �uency to support comprehension.

A. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
B. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.
C. Use context to con�rm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.

RI.5.1  Quote accurately from a text and make relevant connections when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.
RI.5.2  Determine two or more main ideas of a text and explain how they are supported by key details; summarize the text.
RI.5.3  Explain the relationships or interactions between two or more individuals, events, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scienti�c, or technical text based on speci�c information in the text.
RI.5.4  Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-speci�c words and phrases in a text relevant to a grade 5 topic or subject area.
RI.5.5  Compare and contrast the overall structure (e.g., chronology, comparison, cause/e�ect, problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or information in two or more texts.
RI.5.6  Analyze multiple accounts of the same event or topic, noting important similarities and di�erences in the point of view they represent.
RI.5.8  Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a text, identifying which reasons and evidence support which point(s).
RI.5.9  Integrate and re�ect on (e.g. practical knowledge, historical/cultural context, and background knowledge) information from several texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the subject
knowledgeably.
RI.5.10  By the end of year, read and comprehend literary non�ction at grade level text-complexity or above, with sca�olding as needed.
RL.5.4  Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including �gurative language such as metaphors and similes.
RL.5.6  Describe how a narrator’s or speaker’s point of view in�uences how events are described.
Speaking and Listening Standards
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SL.5.1  Engage e�ectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 5 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.

A. Explicitly draw on previously read text or material and other information known about the topic to explore ideas under discussion.
B. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions and carry out assigned roles.
C. Pose and respond to speci�c questions by making comments that contribute to the discussion and elaborate on the remarks of others.
D. Review the key ideas expressed and draw conclusions in light of information and knowledge gained from the discussions.

SL.5.2  Summarize a written text read aloud or information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g.,visually, quantitatively, and orally).
SL.5.3  Summarize the points a speaker makes and explain how each claim is supported by reasons and evidence.
SL.5.4  Report on a topic or text or present an opinion, sequencing ideas logically and using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details to support main ideas or themes; speak clearly at an understandable pace.
SL.5.6  Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, using formal English when appropriate to task and situation.
Language Standards
L.5.1  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

A. Explain the function of conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections in general and their function in particular sentences.
B. Form and use the perfect (e.g., I had walked; I have walked; I will have walked) verb tenses.
C. Use verb tense to convey various times, sequences, states, and conditions.
D. Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb tense.
E. Use correlative conjunctions (e.g., either/or, neither/nor).

L.5.2  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
A. Use punctuation to separate items in a series.
B. Use a comma to separate an introductory element from the rest of the sentence.
C. Use a comma to set o� the words yes and no (e.g., Yes, thank you), to set o� a tag question from the rest of the sentence (e.g., It’s true, isn’t it?), and to indicate direct address (e.g., Is that you,
Steve?).
D. Use underlining, quotation marks, or italics to indicate titles of works.
E. Spell grade-appropriate words correctly, consulting references as needed.

L.5.3  Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.
A. Expand, combine, and reduce sentences for meaning, reader/listener interest, and style.
B. Compare and contrast the varieties of English (e.g., dialects, registers) used in stories, dramas, or poems.

L.5.4  Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and content, choosing �exibly from a range of strategies.
A. Use context (e.g., cause/e�ect relationships and comparisons in text) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
B. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin a�xes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., photograph, photosynthesis).
C. Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to �nd the pronunciation and determine or clarify the precise meaning of key words and phrases

L.5.5  Demonstrate understanding of �gurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.
A. Interpret �gurative language, including similes and metaphors, in context.
B. Recognize and explain the meaning of common idioms, adages, and proverbs.
C. Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., synonyms, antonyms, homographs) to better understand each of the words.

L.5.6  Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-speci�c words and phrases, including those that signal contrast, addition, and other logical relationships (e.g., however, although,
nevertheless, similarly, moreover, in addition).

Unit 4: Curriculum for ELLs
Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, students with 504 plans & Mainstream Learners)

Essential Questions
What provocative questions will foster inquiry, understanding, and transfer of

learning?

Enduring Understandings
What will students understand about the big ideas?

● How can I decide upon and evaluate or create a claim?
● How can I evaluate given reasons to support that claim?
● How can I �nd and evaluate evidence to support reasons?

Students will understand that…
● working in research groups will help to investigate important, pressing, and sometimes

controversial issues
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● research can be used to make decisions about how you will live their life
● by doing this work they will become con�dent and critical readers of complicated non�ction

Evidence of Learning (Assessments) Accommodations and Modi�cations

Formative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Project Read Assessments
● Writing about reading
● Readers’ notebooks
● Teacher-created performance assessment
● Book club talks
● Student re�ections
● Conferences and small groups

Summative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Pre/Post-On-Demand Assessment

Benchmark Assessments:

● Nonsense Words
● Teachers College Running Records
● Letter Sound ID
● High Frequency Word Assessment

Alternative Assessments:

● F & P Running Records
● Scholastic Running Records
● BeBop Books for running records
● G & T Assessments:Sages-2 Screening Assessment for Gifted Elementary:

Mathematics/Science Language Arts/Social Studies
● Reasoning
● Yopp-Singer test of Phoneme Segmentation
● Sentence-Writing Grade Placement Test
● Linguistics Phonemic Awareness Screener
● Linguistics Decoding Pre/Post Test
● Dyslexia Screener
● PRIM checklist

Special Education:

● Curricular Modi�cations and Guidance for Students Educated in Special Class Settings
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)
Differentiation:

● Preview content and concepts
● Behavior management plan
● Highlight text
● Small group setting

High-Prep Differentiation:

● Alternative formative and summative assessments
● Guided Reading
● Personal agendas
● Project-based learning
● Tiered activities/assignments
● Varying organizers for instructions

Low-Prep Differentiation:

● Clubbing activities
● Exploration by interest
● Flexible groupings

Suggested Lessons for  Di�erentiation with Small Groups:
Bend I
2-Students’ work can help you plan for future teaching
3-Predictable Problems with Adding Evidence
5-Marking up writing for important parts: Claim, Evidence, & Thinking
6-Marking Up Writing for Important Parts
Bend II
10-Supporting Students to Write with Focus
11-Supporting writers who are ready to contextualize arguments
12-Analyzing logic in claims and counterclaims
Bend III
16-Finding a topic and planning your essay with audience in mind
17-Coaching into students’ search for primary evidence
20-Playing Devil’s Advocate and Spotting the Biased Sample
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● LLI; Test Preparation Lesson Framework F&P levels English Language Learners:

● Unit 3: ELA Curriculum for ELLs
● ESL 3-5
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students at Risk for Failure:

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners}

Gifted and Talented

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students with 504 Plans

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cation
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Core Instructional and Supplemental Materials
Professional Resources:

Core Instructional, Supplemental, Instructional, and
Intervention Resources

Core Professional Resources:

● Argument Advocacy  by Lucy Calkins
● 2018-19 Teachers College Calendar, fifth grade Argument and Advocacy Reading

Unit
● Notebook Connections: Strategies for the Reader’s Notebook by Aimee Buckner
● A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences Grades K-8 by Jennifer Serravallo
● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● The Reading Strategies Book by Jen Seravallo

Core Instructional Resources:

● Any appropriate grade 7 novel as a read-aloud model to set up the routines
● Research Resources to Support Research Based Argument Writing
● Should There Be Zoos?: A Persuasive Text by Tony Steadthere (Level N)
● A Pig Parade Is a Terrible Idea by Michael Ian Black (Level N)
● I Wanna Iguana by Karen Kaufman Orlo� (Level N)
● Evil Ecosystem Series by Michael Clark (Level T)
● Kight Series by Georgia Amson (Level T)
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http://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/ela/ellscaffolding/5u3.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kxfBpODPOJTBc6fx1X2R2xCNuflEsLCq1XUFTTYYMlY/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bqe3A7aYp2t0DOKa8bzSU-CegXgCxaz5/view
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/3110630-should-there-be-zoos
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/7171665-a-pig-parade-is-a-terrible-idea?from_search=true
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/961711.I_Wanna_Iguana


Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum

Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

● Prompting Guide
● Writing Resources and Scope and Sequence
● Units of Study Online Resources

Supplemental Professional Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Kits
● When Readers Struggle - Teaching What Works - Irene Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell
● Rubric for Assessing a Retell on a Reading Level Assessment - Levels A-Z (Teachers

College)
● Benchmarks for Oral Fluency Rate - Words Per Minute (Teachers College)
● Primm Book
● Prompting Guide Part 1 - For Oral Reading and Early Writing
● Prompting Guide Part 2 - For Comprehension : Thinking, Talking, Writing
● Reading Strategies Book - Jennifer Serravallo
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus

● Living and Working in Space Series by Nicole Sipe (Level U)
● Powered by Steam Series by Kristy Stark (Level V)

Supplemental Resources:

● Conferring Curriculum
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● 21st-Century Spaceships Series by Gloria Adams (Level R)
● Filming Stop-Motion Animation Series Zoe Saldana (Level P)
● Hedy Lamarr and Classified Communication by Virginia Loh-Hagan (Level Q)
● Making Slime Series by Amy Quinn (Level O)
● Poop Medicine Series by Laura Loria (Level O)
● Serengeti Research Journal Natalie Hyde (Level R)
● Surviving the Yellowstone Supervolcano Series by Charlie Ogden (Level Q)
● The Day You Begin by Jacqueline Woodson
● Something Happened in Our Town by Marianne Celano
● A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park (Level W)

Intervention Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Texts
● Six Minute Solutions
● Fountas and Pinell Guided Reading
● Fountas and Pinell Shared Reading

Interdisciplinary Connections Integration of Technology through NJSLS
● Correlates to routines unit in math, rules and community units in social studies Identify

classroom routines in other subject areas: math, science, and social studies.
● In Social Studies discuss routines in the community
● Understand what it means to “read close” in social studies, science, and foreign language.
● O�er short, non�ction picture books and non�ction articles on science, social studies, and

foreign language related activities to encourage building background knowledge and
independent reading about topics of interest to students.

● Encourage students to respond to texts in their speci�c subject area notebooks as they re�ect
on what they have been reading.

● Highlight texts, themes, and re�ections that connect to themes related to the Holocaust; i.e.
power, bullying, empathy, and social activism.

● Create a word study word sort in Inspiration.
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Ongoing:
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Other:
● Use Microsoft Word, Inspiration, or Smart Board Notebook software to write the words from

their word sorts.
● Use Inspiration to create a double timeline looking at plot events and character motivation
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https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/folderview?id=0B7eaT_i9qrmZVkx4QVpaUEh3Y1k&usp=sharing
http://www.heinemann.com/myOnlineResources/default.aspx
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bnd1KIZ7y9-4CwQ5ab9rI3XU5pLDQyOrBFT6J6eX3Vg/edit?usp=sharing
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing


Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum

Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
Integration of 21st Century Themes and Skills Media Literacy Integration

● Financial, Economic, Business, and Entrepreneurial Literacy
● Civic Literacy
● Health Literacy
● Social Justice Literacy
● Creativity and Innovation
● Critical Thinking and Problem Solving Communication and Collaboration Information

Literacy
● Media Literacy
● Life and Career Skills

● Ask students to look for speci�c things when they view videos or read print material, and then
ask questions about those items

● Build on the intuitive knowledge students have gained from media about the story and
character

● Clarify the distinction between �ction and non�ction in di�erent types of media reporting on
the same topic

● Use print materials to practice reading and comprehension skills

Career Education Global Perspective
● New Jersey Educational Field Trip
● Connect With Rick Riordan
● Author Visit Kit
● Authors Who Skype

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National American Indian Heritage Month
● Black History Month
● National Women’s History Month,
● National Irish-American Heritage Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Asian Paci�c American Heritage
● Older Americans’ Month
● Jewish American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

Bend/Goals Teaching Points
Bend I:  Investigating Issues
(Session 1: Argument Intensive)

(Session 2: Organizing an Ethical
Research Life to Investigate an
Issue)

● (pg. 6) Today I want to teach you that a good argument has reasons to support it and evidence to back those
reasons.  When you analyze an argument, it helps to ask,

■ What is the claim being made?
■ What reasons support that claim?
■ What’s the evidence to support those reasons?

1. Find a claim
2. Ask, “What reasons support the claim?
3. Ask, “What’s the evidence to support those reasons?

● (pg. 18) Today I want to teach you that when you are speci�cally researching an argument, you want to
understand and show both sides of that argument early in your research.  One way readers do this is to focus
initially on texts that lay out the argument clearly, and then read to learn about both sides.

1. Set aside your own opinions and suspend judgment.
2. Make a reading plan (Get the overall view of the argument �rst).
3. Gather evidence from both sides of the issue.
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https://www.thehomeschoolmom.com/homeschooling-in-new-jersey/field-trips/
http://rickriordan.com/resource_type/teachers-guides/
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/books-and-authors/#author-visit-kits
https://www.katemessner.com/authors-who-skype-with-classes-book-clubs-for-free/


Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum

Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 3: Letting Nonfiction
Reading on an Issue Spur
Flash-Debates)

(Session 4: Mining Texts for
Relevant Information)

(Session 6: Readers Think and
Wonder as They Read)

(Session 7: Summarizing to Hold
On to What Is Most Essential)

● (pg. 28) Today I want to teach you that after reading about an issue for  a bit, non�ction readers can let their
research spur quick �ash debates. This can help you clarify your thinking and know what further research you
need to do.

○ (Teacher’s Note: post a chart with some of the notes taken about the class topic.  Get students involved in quick flash
debates about the class topic, and send students off to read, take notes, and prepare for a flash-debate at the end of
reading workshop that will be held within  their own groups.)*

1. Take opposite sides of the debate with your partner.
2. Read and �nd evidence to support your claim/opinion.
3. Partner 1 state your claim and reasons.
4. Partner 2 state your claim and reasons.
5. Let your opponent know what you thought was their best piece of evidence and why.

● (pg. 38) Readers, today I want to teach you that researchers read deeply about an issue, including background
information, to become authorities on that issue.  Whenever they read, they ask, “How might this information
apply to the argument?”

1. Read until my mind gets full.
2. Ask, “What was this mostly about?”
3. Ask, “Does this apply to the argument- is it evidence to support either position?”

● (pg. 50) Readers, today I want to teach you that researching is a continual cycle of reading more, raising new
questions, and having new ideas...then reading more, this time with those new ideas in mind. You always want to
shift from taking in information to re�ecting on information.

1. Choose whether to read new information or go back to reread an older resource.
2. Think and wonder
3. Read More
4. Think and Wonder more!

● Think and Wonder in Response to Reading Prompts:
○ I wonder if
○ Could it be that?
○ This makes me think…
○ I’m realizing…
○ This might be important because..
○ Probably they..
○ It must have been…
○ For example…
○ Probably after a while…
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Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum

Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 8: “Arguing to Learn”)

● (pg. 60) Today I want to teach you that when readers summarize arguments, they use their own words to express
the most essential parts of the writer’s argument--the central idea or claim, and major points--all the while being
careful to not distort or change any of what the writer meant.

1. Find out the writer’s central idea
a. What is the big idea?
b. What does the author want to argue?
c. Underline phrases to help you!

2. Say the central idea in your own words: “In this article the author explains why… OR In this article the author
argues….

3. Add the main points- a short paragraph that explains the central idea and main points in your own words without
changing the author’s original meaning!

4. Use Phrases to Help!: She argues that…, She points out that… She concludes her argument by….

● (pg. 70) Today I want to teach you that it’s important not just to learn to argue, but also to argue to learn.
Preparing for and having a debate about an issue can lead you to new ways of thinking about ideas and give you
new insights into that issue.

1. Try saying each reason in di�erent ways until it feels like the best way to say it.
2. Check to be sure that none of your reasons are overlapping.
3. Consider how the other side might talk back to those reasons and what you could say in response.

Bend II: Raising the Level of
Research
(Session 9: Moving beyond
Considering One Debatable
Question)

(Session 10: Raising the Level of
Annotating Texts)

(Session 11: Reaching to Tackle

● (pg. 80) Readers, today I want to teach you that will do an inquiry, and the question we will be asking is, “How do
readers push themselves to �nd di�erent questions and ideas to discuss around an issue.

1. Be alert to who is involved in the issue. What  other questions can you ask about these people/companies/animals?
2. Consider what articles, and parts, don’t �t exactly with the main debate. (What other questions/ideas do they bring

up?)
3. Pay attention to what questions others are asking, and use them to help you grow your own questions
4. Make connections to your own life. What new questions come up?

● (pg. 89) Readers, today I want to teach you that readers mark up a text in a purposeful and deliberate way, to help
them remember the big ideas of the text, as well as the things they were thinking when they read it. The
annotations that readers make should help them use that text in conversation.

○ (Teacher’s Note: distribute an article annotated differently by two students--carelessly, and the other with thought and
purpose.  Ask kids to consider which will lead to a better conversation, and why.)

1. Preview the text and scan it thinking, “What is the text structure?” What are the main ideas?
2. Set up a way to organize your thoughts that matches the text structure/levels
3. As you read ask, What is this mostly about and underline important parts as you go!, Make word lists, box and

bullet- whatever works best for you as a reader!
4. Compare your notes to a partner’s to make sure you captured all of the important parts and you can learn new

annotating ideas!
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Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum

Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
More Difficult Texts)

(Session 12: Who Said What?:
Studying Perspective)

(Session 13: Considering Content)

(Session 14: Evaluating
Arguments)

● (pg. 98) Today I want to remind you that when readers recognize that a text (or part of a text) is slightly more
di�cult, they draw on strategies that help them to deal with the di�culty.  Above all, though, readers read these
slightly more di�cult texts with agency, saying to themselves: I can do this.

1. Get a bird’s eye view of the text (or section) by previewing:
a. The headings
b. The �rst paragraph
c. The topic sentences of the rest of the paragraphs in the section
d. The entire last paragraph

2. Tell themselves a rough summary of this text so far.
3. Go back to read, making connections to what they learned during their previewing and talking themselves through

the text.
4. Revise their summary.

● (pg. 108) Readers, today I want to teach you that every text reveals an author’s perspective on that event, topic, or
issue. Figuring out an author’s perspective can help your to �gure out how exactly his or her ideas, �t into the
issue.  One of the best ways to �gure out an author’s perspective is to lay that perspective next to others and study
connections and contradictions across sources.

1. Go back and reread sources or read new sources with new eyes.
2. Talk back to the source and consider the author’s point of view by thinking how is the author connected to this

topic?
3. Ask, “Who is the source?”
4. What is the point of view of this source on this event/topic/issue?
5. If the author were involved in a debate on this topic, which side would he/she be on?
6. What kind of language is the author using to discuss this issue? OR What does that tell me about the author’s

perspective?

● (pg. 119) Today I want to teach you that readers can think about, discuss, and write about texts on di�erent levels.
On one level, you can think about what they are about--their content.  But another level of thinking about texts is
to think more about how author’s choices have shaped that content and why.

○ (Teacher’s Note: Use a video clip called Plastic World to Model & The Informational Goal and Technique Cards)
1. Notice when a text is powerful and moves you.
2. Ask, “What makes it so powerful?”
3. How did the author make it so powerful? What deliberate, purposeful choices shaped the text?
4. Reread and notice what techniques and choices the author made using the technique cards.
5. Talk with a partner, Why did they make those choices?

Revised August 2022
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Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum

Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 15: Day of Shared
Learning)

● (pg. 129) Today I want to teach you that when you read to evaluate arguments, you need to read skeptically.  It’s
the author’s job to convince you of the validity of the argument, and once you understand the argument being
made, you need to go back to evaluate whether or not it is convincing.

1. Read a text to understand them – to really get to know what the author is saying and understand the author’s
points.

2. After I know a text, I put on my skeptical lenses and read the text suspiciously, looking carefully at the author’s
points and how they’re being made.

a. Where’s the evidence for that?
b. How do you know?
c. What might someone else say?

3. Include your analysis in your summary: The big claim the author made was …… and it’s supported by……….

● (pg. 139) Today I want to teach you that you are going to debate and to raise the level of debate you need to select
the strongest evidence for each reason.

1. Sort your evidence by reason.
2. Rank your evidence from strongest to weakest.
3. Decide on the order (Strongest �rst or last!)

Bend III: Researching a New
Issue with More Agency
(Session 16: Diving into New
Research with More Agency and
Independence)

(Session 17: Letting Conversations
Spark New Ideas)

● (pg. 149) Readers, today I want to teach you that when researching set out to study a new issue, they start by
making a plan for how  that study will go. They think about all that they know to do--about their repertoire of
reading and research strategies -- and they dive into new research with greater agency, drawing on all that they
have learned from undertaking previous research studies.

1. Rev up your mind by previewing the information.
2. Make a plan for your research

a. Start by scanning all of the texts and �nding the ones that will give you an overview.
b. Putting texts in piles of which one supports each position and then start with the easiest to hardest.

3. Generate and jot questions.

● (pg 158)  Today I want to teach you that readers talk with fellow readers about their topic, then they re�ect on
the conversation, mining it for ideas and questions to carry forward as they read.  The important thing is that
they let their future reading be shaped not only by past reading, but also by conversations.

1. Just as when you talk with groups, you might share your ideas or ask questions.  The goal is to really listen to what
people have to say and then build on that.

2. Let’s re�ect on what you all just said.  Readers look for big ideas or questions that they didn’t have before the
conversation.

3. Prompts to push re�ection:
a. This conversation has made me realize . . .
b. Some new questions are coming up for me . . .
c. I’m starting to wonder . . .

Revised August 2022
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Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum

Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 18: Talking and Writing
Analytically across Sources)

(Session 19: Reading Nonfiction
with the Lens of Power)

(Session 20: Advocacy)

d. Before our conversation I thought this . . .but now I’m starting to think . . .
e. So it seems like one thing we are really saying is . . .

● (pg. 165) Today I want to teach you that when you want to analyze texts across the same topic or event, it helps to
study one carefully, then lay others next to that one, asking “How are these authors’ choices similar to the �rst
author’s? Di�erent? then you can write about these connections and points of di�erence.

1. Lay out the range of texts and preview each
2. Pick one to start with and focus on at a time.
3. Ask, “How are these authors’ choices similar to the �rst author’s? Jot….These two texts are similar because…
4. How are they di�erent? Jot… These two texts are di�erent because….

a. Prompts to Help You Compare and Contrast:
i. The two sources are similar in the way they each..

ii. Both sources also..
iii. However, the sources di�er in that..
iv. On the other hand…
v. This text says… but this text does say/also strategies…

vi. While the �rst author/source The second author/source

● (pg. 174) Today I want to teach you that experienced non�ction readers bring all their critical lenses to reading
non�ction to talk back to texts.  To do this work, readers are alert to moments when they are stirred to a strong
emotional response and they carefully analyze how the text may position the reader.

1. Read and pause at a point that stirs your emotions (Pay attention to your feelings!)
2. Look closely at the language and think why did the author choose these words? What feelings or thinking are they

stir up?
3. Who bene�ts from this text?
4. Who is represented?
5. Who is left out?

● (pg. 182) Today will be a day of rapid work and decision making.  You need to select which issue you would like to
advocate for, the one you feel most passionate about, the one on which you �rmly believe that you can make a
di�erence, while keeping your audience in mind.

1. You need to consider:
a. What actual change do I want to see?
b. Who can help me?
c. What’s a plan I can propose that makes sense?
d. Who will disagree?  Why?
e. How can I address counterarguments?

2. Be ready to defend your proposed plan, explaining why the plan makes sense and how it can help.
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Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum

Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 21: Readers Take Their
Researcher-Debating Selves into the
World)

3. When you choose the form for putting your writing out into the world, you’ll want to make that choice carefully.
One way to make a thoughtful decision is to consider di�erent options along with the advantages and
disadvantages, asking yourself:

a. “What’s the time involved?”
b. “What tools will I need?”
c. “What’s the likely result?”

● (pg.189) Research-debaters, over the last weeks you’ve learned so much about evidence-based argument and
critical non�ction reading.  No longer do you read non�ction just expecting it to be “true.”  No longer do you
passively accept any claim that an author, or someone else makes.  No, you have become the kind of people who
look for evidence, who weigh and evaluate arguments, who form their own, considered judgements on important
issues. (Debate centers are set up around the room.)

○ Chart (pg. 191)  A Protocol for Arguing to an Audience
■ Audience introduces themselves and the decision they need to make.
■ Each side lays out its position.
■ Audience can ask questions.
■ Time for debaters to plan rebuttal.
■ Each side rebuts.
■ Audience deliberates, makes decision, and gives feedback.

Skills (Students will be able to…)
● Work in research groups to investigate important, pressing, and sometimes controversial issues.
● Use research to make decisions about how they will live their life.
● Become con�dent and critical readers of complicated non�ction.

Reading Workshop Grade:  5
Unit 5:  Fantasy Book Clubs - The Magic of Themes and Symbols
Unit Description: Fantasy
This unit of study is derived from the unit “Learning with the Elves” in the volume, Constructing Curriculum in the series Units of Study for Teaching Reading Grades 3-5

as well as from the new edition of that unit A Quick Guide to Teaching Fantasy:  Epic Novels for Epic Readers by Mary Ehrenworth.  This unit aims to capture students
passion for fantasy reading as a means of increasing their facility with complex texts and interpretation.  Students will need to pay close attention as they read, assuming that
details do matter.  They will be reading across novels, noticing patterns, archetypes, and themes.  This is a book club unit, so to prepare for this unit of study, you will need to
gather multiple sets of books at a level to set up and launch book clubs in your classroom.
Big Ideas: Course Objectives / Content Statement(s)

● Students will read complex texts developing skills of synthesis and interpretation.
● Students will notice patterns across texts.
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Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum

Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
NJ Student Learning Standards
Writing Standards
W.5.3  Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using e�ective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences.
W.5.5  With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach.
W.5.6  With some guidance and support from adults and peers, use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate with others; demonstrate su�cient
command of keyboarding skills to type a minimum of two pages in a single sitting.
W.5.7  Conduct short research projects that use several sources to build knowledge through investigation of di�erent perspectives of a topic.
W.5.8  Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information from print and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase information in notes and �nished work, and provide a list of sources.
W.5.9  Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, re�ection, and research.

A. Apply grade 5 Reading standards to literature (e.g., “Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in a story or a drama, drawing on speci�c details in the text [e.g., how
characters interact]”).

Reading Standards
RF.5.3  Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding and encoding words.

A. Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound correspondences, syllabication patterns, and morphology (e.g., roots and a�xes) to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words in context and
out of context.

RF.5.4  Read with su�cient accuracy and �uency to support comprehension.
A. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
B. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.
C. Use context to con�rm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.

RL.5.1  Quote accurately from a text, and make relevant connections when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.
RL.5.2  Determine the key details in a story, drama or poem to identify the theme and to summarize the text.
RL.5.3  Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in a story or drama, drawing on speci�c details in the text (e.g., how characters interact).
RL.5.4  Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including �gurative language such as metaphors and similes.
RL.5.5  Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas �ts together to provide the overall structure of a particular story, drama, or poem.
RL.5.6  Describe how a narrator’s or speaker’s point of view in�uences how events are described.
RL.5.7  Analyze how visual and multimedia elements contribute to the meaning, tone, or beauty of a text (e.g., graphic novel, multimedia presentation of �ction, folktale, myth, poem).
RL.5.9  Compare, contrast and re�ect on (e.g. practical knowledge, historical/cultural context, and background knowledge) the treatment of similar themes and topics (e.g., opposition of good and evil) and patterns of
events (e.g., the quest) in stories, myths, and traditional literature from di�erent cultures.
RL.5.10  By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poems at grade level text-complexity or above, with sca�olding as needed.
RI.5.1  Quote accurately from a text and make relevant connections when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.
RI.5.2  Determine two or more main ideas of a text and explain how they are supported by key details; summarize the text.
RI.5.3  Explain the relationships or interactions between two or more individuals, events, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scienti�c, or technical text based on speci�c information in the text.
Speaking and Listening Standards
SL.5.1  Engage e�ectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 5 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.

A. Explicitly draw on previously read text or material and other information known about the topic to explore ideas under discussion.
B. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions and carry out assigned roles.
C. Pose and respond to speci�c questions by making comments that contribute to the discussion and elaborate on the remarks of others.
D. Review the key ideas expressed and draw conclusions in light of information and knowledge gained from the discussions.

SL.5.2  Summarize a written text read aloud or information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g.,visually, quantitatively, and orally).
SL.5.3  Summarize the points a speaker makes and explain how each claim is supported by reasons and evidence.
SL.5.4  Report on a topic or text or present an opinion, sequencing ideas logically and using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details to support main ideas or themes; speak clearly at an understandable pace.
SL.5.5  Include multimedia components (e.g., graphics, sound) and visual displays in presentations when appropriate to enhance the development of main ideas or themes.
SL.5.6  Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, using formal English when appropriate to task and situation.
Language Standards
L.5.1  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

A. Explain the function of conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections in general and their function in particular sentences.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
B. Form and use the perfect (e.g., I had walked; I have walked; I will have walked) verb tenses.
C. Use verb tense to convey various times, sequences, states, and conditions.
D. Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb tense.
E. Use correlative conjunctions (e.g., either/or, neither/nor).

L.5.2  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
A. Use punctuation to separate items in a series.*
B. Use a comma to separate an introductory element from the rest of the sentence.
C. Use a comma to set o� the words yes and no (e.g., Yes, thank you), to set o� a tag question from the rest of the sentence (e.g., It’s true, isn’t it?), and to indicate direct address (e.g., Is that you,

Steve?).
D. Use underlining, quotation marks, or italics to indicate titles of works.  Spell grade-appropriate words correctly, consulting references as needed.

L.5.3  Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.
A. Expand, combine, and reduce sentences for meaning, reader/listener interest, and style.
B. Compare and contrast the varieties of English (e.g., dialects, registers) used in stories, dramas, or poems.

L.5.4  Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and content, choosing �exibly from a range of strategies.
A. Use context (e.g., cause/e�ect relationships and comparisons in text) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
B. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin a�xes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., photograph, photosynthesis).
C. Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to �nd the pronunciation and determine or clarify the precise meaning of key words and phrases.

L.5.5  Demonstrate understanding of �gurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.
A. Interpret �gurative language, including similes and metaphors, in context.
B. Recognize and explain the meaning of common idioms, adages, and proverbs.
C. Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., synonyms, antonyms, homographs) to better understand each of the words.

L.5.6  Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-speci�c words and phrases, including those that signal contrast, addition, and other logical relationships (e.g., however, although,
nevertheless, similarly, moreover, in addition).
NJSLS from other subject(s)

8.1 Educational Technology

8.2 Technology Education, Engineering, Design, and Computational Thinking - Programming

Career Ready Practices

9.1 Personal Finance Literacy

9.2 Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation

Careers (Description of a career that relates to this unit

Essential Questions
What provocative questions will foster inquiry, understanding, and

transfer of learning?

Enduring Understandings
What will students understand about the big ideas?

● How can I tackle the demanding and complex genre of fantasy reading? What will my
strategies and goals be that help me to make sense of multiple plot lines, layered characters,
complex themes?

● What strategies can I use to hold onto the story line when plot get tangled and the main
characters seem confusing? What strategies can I use when the setting is unfamiliar and hard
to envision? (approximately one week)

● How can I use all I have learned about how authors develop themes to study the way authors
approach common themes in fantasy? (approximately one week)

Students will understand that…

● Using strategies and creating goals will help them to make sense of complex texts.
● Fantasy readers envision the story in their mind, creating the world the author is trying to

portray.
● Fantasy readers develop thematic understandings of texts, know that it is much more than

dwarfs and elves.
● There are many fantasy archetypes, quest structures, and thematic patterns
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
● How can I deepen my thoughts about fantasy stories by thinking about the choices the

authors have made—especially thinking about symbolism, allusion and craft? (approx. 2
weeks or less)

Evidence of Learning (Assessments) Accommodations and Modi�cations

Formative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Project Read Assessments
● Writing about reading
● Readers’ notebooks
● Teacher-created performance assessment
● Book club talks
● Student re�ections
● Conferences and small groups

Summative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● TCRWP Reading Assessment

Benchmark Assessments:

● Nonsense Words
● Teachers College Running Records
● Letter Sound ID
● High Frequency Word Assessment

Alternative Assessments:

● F & P Running Records
● Scholastic Running Records
● BeBop Books for running records
● G & T Assessments:Sages-2 Screening Assessment for Gifted Elementary:

Mathematics/Science Language Arts/Social Studies
● Reasoning
● Yopp-Singer test of Phoneme Segmentation
● Sentence-Writing Grade Placement Test
● Linguistics Phonemic Awareness Screener
● Linguistics Decoding Pre/Post Test
● Dyslexia Screener
● PRIM checklist

Special Education:

● Curricular Modi�cations and Guidance for Students Educated in Special Class Settings
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)
Differentiation:

● Preview content and concepts
● Behavior management plan
● Highlight text
● Small group setting

High-Prep Differentiation:
● Alternative formative and summative assessments
● Guided Reading
● Personal agendas
● Project-based learning
● Tiered activities/assignments
● Varying organizers for instructions

Low-Prep Differentiation:
● Clubbing activities
● Exploration by interest
● Flexible groupings

Suggested Lessons for  Di�erentiation with Small Groups:
Bend I
3-Uncovering Internal Details by Reenacting the Story
4-Weighing, Evaluating, & Ranking Evidence
5-Thinking Metaphorically
Bend II
7-Weighing & Evaluating Themes & Life Lessons
8-Managing the Social Work of Clubs
10-Using Information to Better Understand Fantasy Stories
Bend III
11-Supporting Revision
12-Using the language of the literature when having club conversations
13-Investigating Symbolism
14-Setting Can Play a Special, Symbolic Role in Fantasy Stories
15-Everything in fantasy has a deeper meeting
Bend 4
17-Fantasy Readers Go Beyond Archetype
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

● LLI; Test Preparation Lesson Framework F&P levels 18-Looking for characters who break the mold

English Language Learners:

● Unit 3: Curriculum for ELL
● ESL 3-5
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students at Risk for Failure:

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners}

Gifted and Talented

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students with 504 Plans

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cation
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Core Instructional and Supplemental Materials
Professional Resources:

Core Instructional, Supplemental, Instructional, and
Intervention Resources

Core Professional Resources:

● Fantasy Book clubs Life by Lucy Calkins
● 2018-19 Teachers College Calendar,Fifth  Grade  Fantasy Book Clubs Unit
● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● The Reading Strategies Book by Jen Seravallo

Core Instructional Resources:

● Any appropriate grade 5 novel as a read-aloud model to set up the routines
● Narnia (T) C.S. Lewis
● Rowan of Rin (T) Emily Rodda
● Animorphs (T-U) K.A. Applegate
● The Ranger’s Apprentice (T-U) John Flanagan
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bqe3A7aYp2t0DOKa8bzSU-CegXgCxaz5/view
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
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● Prompting Guide
● Writing Resources and Scope and Sequences
● Units of Study Online Resources

Supplemental Professional Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Kits
● When Readers Struggle - Teaching What Works - Irene Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell
● Rubric for Assessing a Retell on a Reading Level Assessment - Levels A-Z (Teachers

College)
● Benchmarks for Oral Fluency Rate - Words Per Minute (Teachers College)
● Primm Book
● Prompting Guide Part 1 - For Oral Reading and Early Writing
● Prompting Guide Part 2 - For Comprehension : Thinking, Talking, Writing
● Reading Strategies Book - Jennifer Serravallo
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus

● Gregor The Overlander (U-V) Suzanne Collins
● Artemis Fowl (W) Eoin Colfer
● Tuck Everlasting (W) Natalie Babbitt
● Percy Jackson and the Olympians (U-W) Rick Riordan
● The Dark is Rising (X) Susan Cooper
● Mockingjay Series (The Hunger Games)  (Y-Z) Suzanne Collins
● Redwall (X-Z) Brian Jacques
● Harry Potter (V-Z) J.K. Rowling
● The Golden Compass (Y-Z) Philip Pullman

Supplemental Resources:

● Conferring Curriculum
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● The Werewolf Club Series (L) David Pinkwater
● Unicorn’s Secret Series (M) Kathleen Duey
● Secrets of Droon (M-O)Tony Abbott
● Dragon Slayers Academy (N-P) Kate McMullan
● Spiderwick Chronicles (Q-R) Black and DiTerlizzi
● The Edge Chronicles (R-U) Stewart and Riddell
● City of Ember Series (R-U) Jeanne DuPrau
● Deltora Quest (R-T) Emily Rodda
● Warriors (R-S) Eric Hunter
● Aru Shah and the End of Time by Roshani Chokshi (book 1 of Pandava series) (Level S)
● The Black God’s Drums by P. Djeli Clark
● Dactyl Hill Squad by Daniel Jose Older (book 1 of series) (Level S)
● Midsummer’s Mayhem by Rajani LaRocca (Level U)
● The Phoenix on Barclay Street by Zetta Elliott (Level T)

Intervention Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Texts
● Six Minute Solutions
● Fountas and Pinell Guided Reading
● Fountas and Pinell Shared Reading

Interdisciplinary Connections Integration of Technology through NJSLS

● Correlates to routines unit in math, rules and community units in social studies Identify
classroom routines in other subject areas: math, science, and social studies.

● In Social Studies discuss routines in the community
● Understand what it means to “read close” in social studies, science, and foreign language.

● Create a word study word sort in Inspiration.
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.
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● O�er short, non�ction picture books and non�ction articles on science, social studies, and

foreign language related activities to encourage building background knowledge and
independent reading about topics of interest to students.

● Encourage students to respond to texts in their speci�c subject area notebooks as they re�ect
on what they have been reading.

● Highlight texts, themes, and re�ections that connect to themes related to the Holocaust; i.e.
power, bullying, empathy, and social activism.

Ongoing:
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Other:
● Use Microsoft Word, Inspiration, or Smart Board Notebook software to write the words from

their word sorts.
● Use Inspiration to create a double timeline looking at plot events and character motivation.

Integration of 21st Century Themes and Skills Media Literacy Integration
● Financial, Economic, Business, and Entrepreneurial Literacy
● Civic Literacy
● Health Literacy
● Social Justice Literacy
● Creativity and Innovation
● Critical Thinking and Problem Solving Communication and Collaboration Information

Literacy
● Media Literacy
● Life and Career Skills

● Ask students to look for speci�c things when they view videos or read print material, and then
ask questions about those items

● Build on the intuitive knowledge students have gained from media about the story and
character

● Clarify the distinction between �ction and non�ction in di�erent types of media reporting on
the same topic

● Use print materials to practice reading and comprehension skills

Career Education Global Perspective
● New Jersey Educational Field Trip
● Connect With Rick Riordan
● Author Visit Kit
● Authors Who Skype

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National American Indian Heritage Month
● Black History Month
● National Women’s History Month,
● National Irish-American Heritage Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Asian Paci�c American Heritage
● Older Americans’ Month
● Jewish American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

Bend/Goals Teaching Points
Bend I: Constructing and
Navigating Other Worlds
(Session 1: Researching the Setting)

(Session 2: Learning alongside the
Main Character)

● (pg. 6) Readers, today I want to teach you that as fantasy readers, your �rst task will be to �gure out not just
where your story happens, but what kind of place it is.

1. Research the settings as they begin their stories. 　
2. to use the cover, blurb and details at the beginning of the story and ask, “What type of place is this?”

● (pg. 14) Readers, today I want to teach you that in complicated stories such as fantasy novels, often the main
characters begin without a lot of knowledge, and they have a steep learning curve. 　As alert readers, when the
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(Session 3: Keeping Track of
Problems that Multiply)

(Session 4: Suspending Judgment:
Characters (and Places) Are Not
Always What They Seem)

(Session 5: Reflecting on Learning
and Raising the Level of Book
Clubs)

main character has a dramatic new experience or is told important information, you can see those moments as an
opportunity to learn hand in hand with the main character.

1. Pause at a spot where the character is learning, such as direct questions, explanations, and unfamiliar experiences.
2. Summarize what they just learned by jotting it or telling it to yourself!

● (pg. 24) Readers, today I want to teach you that as you tackle more complicated books, you will run into multiple
plotlines. You will �nd it helpful to use charts, timelines, and other graphic organizers to track multiple problems
and plotlines, and to gather data as scientists do, in chart and tables to allow close analysis.

1. Create a chart tracking problems!
2. Add the characters, their problems, the solution/change, and by the end (pg. 26)
3. Read with questions in your mind and �ll it in as you read!

● (pg. 31)Inquiry Our work for today is to answer this question: "What can we learn about characters if we study them over
time, delving deeply into their formation, motivations, and actions?"

1. Expect that your characters will be complicated and have many di�erent traits
2. Notice traits and look for multiple pieces of evidence- including opposite traits like kind and cruel!
3. Ask, how did these traits form? Why are they the way they are? (chart pg. 33)

● (pg. 37) Inquiry Our work for today is to answer this question: “What reading and thinking work is this club doing
particularly well?”

1. Today will be a day to re�ect on growth as fantasy readers and sustainers of literary conversations.
2. Readers, today you will be showing o� with your clubs - your writing about reading, your conversations, and your

new best thinking, and how much you have read.
3. The structure will be a partial �shbowl -

a. For the �rst half of the workshop half the clubs are engaged in a book club talk, while the other half
researches them

b. Researchers, you can use these suggestions as lenses for your research:
i. How the club uses its conversation to make sense of tricky parts of the book

ii. How the club conversation leads to big ideas
iii. How club members quote and cite speci�cally from the text
iv. How the club entertains multiple ideas and evidence and weighs and ranks these
v. How the club’s writing about reading is useful for developing thinking

vi. How the club is demonstrating grade-level work via the learning progression
c. Set up each club to sit around another club, notebooks open, learning progressions in hand,  ready for

research to answer today’s question.
d. Clubs discuss and do research, later sharing results
e. Each reader re�ects on how they have grown as a reader
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Bend II: More than Dwarves:
Metaphors, Life Lessons,
Quests, and Thematic Patterns
(Session 6: Here Be Dragons:
Thinking Metaphorically)

(Session 7: Readers Learn Real-Life
Lessons from Fantastical
Characters)

(Session 8: Quests Can Be Internal
as Well as External)

● (pg.41) Today I want to teach you that readers look for the con�icts in their stories and consider if they are
becoming themes.

1. Look over your notes from your series for the problems the character faces.
2. Consider if some of these problems add up to a bigger con�ict. Or ask, "What are these character’s metaphorical

dragons?"
3. Name the major con�ict. Ex: In The Thief of Always, Wendell’s biggest "dragon" is greed.

a. Con�ict/dragon could be a character �aw
b. Con�ict/dragon could be troubles characters face that they have no control over

4. Ask, "How does this character’s big con�ict relate to the character’s problem?
5. Ask, “What lesson could the character learn? (This helps us �nd the theme!"

● (pg. 45) Mid Workshop: Readers, notice how characters’ perspectives can limit their perspective, or they can’t see everything
around them.

● (pg. 49) Today I want to teach you that insightful readers �nd themes or lessons in the stories that can apply to
their own lives.

1. List some of the themes or life lessons that you have come across in your reading.
2. Ask, "How might this lesson be important in my own life?"

● (pg. 53) Conferring and Small-Group Work: Readers, you can think about which theme seems most important to the author
in your book by listing the themes you have found in your book so far, and giving examples of each of those themes.

○ Example: Themes in Dragon Slayers’ Academy
■ It is important to help your family.

● Wiglaf has a lot of brothers and sisters and they need money.
● Wiglaf goes to DSA to get gold.
● He wants to kill a dragon to get gold for his family.

■ Real friends help each other.
● Erica and Wiglaf help each other tackle the dragon.
● Angus and Wiglaf keep Erica’s secret.
● Wiglaf and Erica help Angus deal with his Uncle Mordred.

■ Not all our wishes turn out to be good.
● Wiglaf is upset he killed a dragon.
●

● (pg. 60) Today I want to teach you that fantasy readers investigate the internal quest (the internal journey a
character takes ) and external quest (the series of events that the character takes to achieve something) of their
character.
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(Session 9: Comparing Themes in
Fantasy and History)

(Session 10: Self-Assessing Using
Learning Progressions)

1. For external quests, readers think about:
a. The big problem or goal
b. A series of smaller obstacles

2. Create a timeline for the external quest
3. For internal quests, readers think about: What’s inside the character that gets in the way?

a. Internal �aws to �x or get around
b. Con�icts to overcome

4. Create a timeline for the internal quest.
5. Look for relationships between the two timelines.

● (pg. 65) Mid Workshop: Readers, you also want to pay attention the other structures happening in your books, like
�ashbacks, or parallel narratives where you follow one character for awhile and then another. You want to ask yourself, "Why
might the author have done this? What was accomplished by including this �ashback or this shift from one character to
another?"

● (pg. 69) Today I want to teach you that sophisticated readers compare themes from history to themes in fantasy.
1. Look at a list of universal themes that could be applied to a history or fantasy book. Examples:

a. Kids grow up fast in times of trouble.
b. Even ordinary people or minor characters can a�ect events.
c. Ordinary people can be capable of great courage.
d. When people band together they can build power to change.
e. Where there is power, there is also resistance.
f. Humans are capable of great evil to each other, and great goodness.

2. Choose a theme that occurs often in your fantasy books and also seen in a period of history.
a. Example: Where there is power, there is also resistance.

3. Consider how the theme plays out/shows itself in the historical period you are thinking of.
a. Example: Washington and his troops froze and starved during Valley Forge, but they became even more

determined to �nish their war for independence.
4. How does this theme play out/show itself in your fantasy book?

a. Ex: Harry Potter- The stronger Voldemort and his evil henchmen get, the stronger Harry and his friends
become.

5. How are these two situations similar?

● (pg. 78) Today I want to teach you that instead of waiting for a teacher or peer to give you feedback on your work,
you can use the learning progression to assess yourself.

1. Read through the grade 5 expectations on the narrative reading learning progression chart.
2. Look at a snippet of your writing about your reading.
3. Sticky note/color code the parts of the progression that you see yourself doing in your work.
4. Choose two things to add/revise in your writing to lift the level of your response.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
Bend III: When Fact and
Fantasy Collide
(Session 11: Using Information to
Better Understand Fantasy Stories)

(Session 12: Using Vocabulary
Strategies to Figure Out
Unfamiliar Words)

(Session 13: Fantasy Characters are
Complex)

(Session 14: Investigating
Symbolism)

(Session 15: Interpreting Allegories
in Fantasy Stories)

● (pg. 85) Today I want to teach you to refer to non-�ction texts to more fully understand the world you are reading
about by referencing texts, online factual information.

1. First readers should think about their books, the setting and characters.
2. Find a resource that such as books or laptop with internet access. Search for the feature.
3. Read the article and draw conclusions about what is fact and �ction.

● (pg.92) Today I want to teach you to pay close attention to words that are new to you and �gure out the meanings
of those words with using your toolkit of vocabulary strategies.

1. When you notice a new word refer to poster of strategies.(pg. 93 in Fantasy Book Clubs Unit)
a. Use what you know about root words. Look for a part of the word that is familiar.
b. Envision what is happening in the scene
c. Tap into what you know about the genre
d. Read forward to get the bigger picture of the scene, then circle back.
e. Try to substitute
f. Use a reference
g. Get the gist and then look up later

2. Pay attention as you read to revise if necessary.

● (pg.99) Today I want to teach you to notice when characters are more than one way.
1. First read closely and be alert to when your character does something unique or di�erent.
2. Then �nd a method to record or keep track of your characters traits. A timeline works well since you can see your

character’s decisions over time.
3. Add new ideas about that character when they occur.

● (pg.106) Today I want to teach you to keep an eye out for repeated images, objects, characters, or setting and think
if they are symbols that represent deeper thinking.

1. First read closely paying attention to images, objects or settings that are seen more than once.
2. Then ask yourself what the individual objects or setting could really mean in real life.
3. Then piece together the whole picture asking how it �ts together with the story. Question if it makes sense

throughout.

● (pg.114) Today I want to teach you to gain new insights by interpreting allegories and metaphors.
1. Read the text anticipating that something is metaphorical and allegorical.
2. Question characters, "Who could these people represent in the real world?" Interpret and create a theory using

evidence from the text.
3. Check if your ideas make sense.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
Bend IV: Literary Traditions:
Connecting Fantasy to Other
Genres
(Session 16: Paying Attention to
How Cultures Are Portrayed in
Stories)

(Session 17: Identifying Archetypes)

(Session 18: Reading Across Texts
with Critical Lenses)

● (pg. 123) Today I want to teach you that expert fantasy readers pay close attention to the cultures the stories they
are reading come from and how other cultures are portrayed. Expert readers also notice of how similar characters,
settings, even plotlines vary across fantasy stories from di�erent cultures to learn more about their own and other
cultures.

1. Read consider the text through the lens of culture noticing things about the culture the author writes from.
2. Read with your club looking for what can be learned about culture.  Think about :

a. The author’s background
b. Family relationships
c. Character actions
d. Food
e. Objects and how they are treated

3. Refer to Bend III anchor chart for things to think about when reading fantasy:
a. Use elements from the real world
b. Use information from non�ction texts
c. Use vocabulary strategies
d. Understand that fantasy characters are complex
e. Find possible symbols
f. Interpret metaphors and allegories

● (pg. 130) Fantasy readers use what they know about the genre every time they read.  Knowing about and expecting
archetypes help readers go beyond simply noting characters, plots, and settings and move into making predictions,
inferences, and interpretations.

1. Review common archetypes
a. Archetypes:

i. Hero - loners, mostly good, some would rather not be heroes, completes his quest alone
ii. Villain - bad character, is mean to other characters, wants to be in charge, usually loses

iii. The Wise Person - smart character, helps the hero by teaching
iv. Companions/Friends - friends with the hero or villain, some may be false friends

2. Use this knowledge to  make a prediction or interpretation and be a few steps ahead.
3. When reading add knowledge of archetypes to help in developing new ideas and theories about the stories.

● (pg.134) Mid Workshop: Readers may come across archetypes that seem di�erent from everything else you have seen.  The
author knows it is di�erent too.  Ask yourself, “Why did the author play with this archetype?  What message or theme is the
author trying to send me by making me pause and say ‘Hmmm?’”

● (pg. 138) Today I want to teach you that readers can analyze a story by being alert to stereotypes and gender rules
by considering characters’ actions and appearances.

1. Compare a character to other characters by appearance - notice if there is a stereotype
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 19: The Lessons We Learn
from Reading Fantasy Can Lift
Our Reading of Everything)

a. Example: Disney princesses all look like Barbie dolls which reinforces the stereotype that all girls have to be
beautiful

2. Consider a character’s actions - notice if the character acts in unusual ways for a boy or girl
3. As you read notice  how di�erent characters are represented and �gure out if a story is a master narrative or a

counter narrative.

● (pg. 145) Today I want to teach you that by strengthening fantasy reading skills, readers can actually improve
their skills in reading everything using skills of dealing with di�culty, interpretation, and cross-text study.

1. Study all the charts created in the unit and discuss what you learned.
2. Apply all your fantasy reading skills to everything you read.
3. Read excerpts from di�erent genres and apply fantasy reading skills referring back to charts.
4. Send o� to read.

Skills (Students will be able to…)
● Use strategies and creating goals will help them to make sense of complex texts.
● Envision the story in their mind, creating the world the author is trying to portray.
● Develop thematic understandings of texts, know that it is much more than dwarfs and elves.
● Understand that there are many fantasy archetypes, quest structures, and thematic patterns

Reading Workshop Grade:  5
Optional Additional Unit:  Reading in the Content Areas (Curricular Calendar)
Unit Description:

This unit focuses on reading to learn as students read about science or social studies topics related to their current curriculum.  The emphasis in this unit then is on
reading to gain knowledge and construct ideas.  For this unit, you will need baskets of texts (similar to the non�ction unit) on the topics students are to explore.  It is
important to keep the independent just-right reading time alive during this unit as well.  Use the read aloud to support this work, and develop timelines, maps, graphs, charts,
and diagrams to support your readers' content knowledge.  In this unit, you will also want to return to some non�ction reading strategies taught earlier in the year such as
identifying the main idea and details.
NJ Student Learning  Standards
Reading Standards:
RI.5.1. Quote accurately from a text and make relevant connections when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.
RI.5.2. Determine two or more main ideas of a text and explain how they are supported by key details; summarize the text.
RI.5.3. Explain the relationships or interactions between two or more individuals, events, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scienti�c, or technical text based on speci�c information in the text.
RI.5.4. Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-speci�c words and phrases in a text relevant to a grade 5 topic or subject area.
RI.5.5. Compare and contrast the overall structure (e.g., chronology, comparison, cause/e�ect, problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or information in two or more texts.
RI.5.6. Analyze multiple accounts of the same event or topic, noting important similarities and di�erences in the point of view they represent.
RI.5.7. Draw on information from multiple print or digital sources, demonstrating the ability to locate an answer to a question quickly or to solve a problem e�ciently.
RI.5.8. Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a text, identifying which reasons and evidence support which point(s).
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
RI.5.9 Integrate and re�ect on (e.g. practical knowledge, historical/cultural context, and background knowledge) information from several texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the subject
knowledgeably.
RI.5.10. By the end of year, read and comprehend literary non�ction at grade level text-complexity or above, with sca�olding as needed.
RF.5.3. Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding and encoding words.

A. Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound correspondences, syllabication patterns, and morphology (e.g., roots and a�xes) to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words in context and
out of context.

RF.5.4. Read with su�cient accuracy and �uency to support comprehension.
A. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
B. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.
C. Use context to con�rm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.

Writing Standards:
W.5.2. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.

A. Introduce a topic clearly to provide a focus and group related information logically; include text features such as headings, illustrations, and multimedia when useful to aiding
comprehension.
B. Develop the topic with facts, de�nitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples related to the topic.
C. Link ideas within paragraphs and sections of information using words, phrases, and clauses (e.g., in contrast, especially).
D. Use precise language and domain-speci�c vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic.
E. Provide a conclusion related to the information of explanation presented.

W.5.7. Conduct short research projects that use several sources to build knowledge through investigation of di�erent perspectives of a topic.
W.5.8. Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information from print and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase information in notes and �nished work, and provide a list of sources.
W.5.9. Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, re�ection, and research.

B. Apply grade 5 Reading standards to informational texts (e.g., “Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a text, identifying which reasons and evidence
support which point[s]”).

Speaking & Listening Standards:
SL.5.1. Engage e�ectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 5 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.

A. Explicitly draw on previously read text or material and other information known about the topic to explore ideas under discussion.
B. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions and carry out assigned roles.
C. Pose and respond to speci�c questions by making comments that contribute to the discussion and elaborate on the remarks of others.
D. Review the key ideas expressed and draw conclusions in light of information and knowledge gained from the discussions.

SL.5.2. Summarize a written text read aloud or information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, and orally).
SL.5.3. Summarize the points a speaker makes and explain how each claim is supported by reasons and evidence.
SL.5.4. Report on a topic or text or present an opinion, sequencing ideas logically and using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details to support main ideas or themes; speak clearly at an understandable pace.
SL.5.6. Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, using formal English when appropriate to task and situation.
Language Standards:
L.5.1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

A. Explain the function of conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections in general and their function in particular sentences.
B. Form and use the perfect (e.g., I had walked; I have walked; I will have walked) verb tenses.
C. Use verb tense to convey various times, sequences, states, and conditions.
D. Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb tense.
E. Use correlative conjunctions (e.g., either/or, neither/nor)

L.5.3. Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.
A. Expand, combine, and reduce sentences for meaning, reader/listener interest, and style.
B. Compare and contrast the varieties of English (e.g., dialects, registers) used in stories, dramas, or poems.

L.5.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and content, choosing �exibly from a range of strategies.
A. Use context (e.g., cause/e�ect relationships and comparisons in text) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
B. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin a�xes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., photograph, photosynthesis).
C. Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to �nd the pronunciation and determine or clarify the precise meaning of keywords and phrases.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
L.5.6. Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-speci�c words and phrases, including those that signal contrast, addition, and other logical relationships (e.g., however, although,
nevertheless, similarly, moreover, in addition).

Essential Questions: Enduring Understandings/Goals:
● How can I use all that I know about non�ction reading and research to learn more about my

topic?
● How can I understand what I read, aware not just of the content but also of the structure

and of reasons why that structure is a good one for carrying the content?
● How can I organize a learning life that allows me to read across multiple texts, studying an

aspect of Westward Expansion from multiple perspectives?
● How can I build theories from studying multiple perspectives on a topic? How can I start to

see how di�erent authors approach the same topic di�erently, swaying their readers to think
in particular ways?

Students will understand that…
● Non�ction texts can aid in understanding topics in other academic areas.
● Non�ction strategies and tools are needed to read content based texts.
● Reading across multiple texts will give multiple perspectives on the same topic.
● The reader to sway others can also use that the di�erent perspectives used by authors sway

reader’s understanding and the technique.

Evidence of Learning (Assessments) Accommodations and Modi�cations

Formative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Writing about reading
● Writers’ notebooks
● Teacher-created performance assessment
● Student re�ections
● Conferences and small groups

Summative Assessments:

● Learning Progressions (Grades 2-8)
● Pre/Post-On-Demand Assessment

Benchmark Assessments:

● Teachers College Writing Rubrics
● On-Demand Writing Samples
● Teachers College Running Records

Alternative Assessments:

● F & P Running Records
● Scholastic Running Records
● BeBop Books for running records
● G & T Assessments:Sages-2 Screening Assessment for Gifted Elementary:

Mathematics/Science Language Arts/Social Studies
● Reasoning

Special Education:

● Curricular Modi�cations and Guidance for Students Educated in Special Class Settings
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)
Differentiation:

● Preview content and concepts
● Behavior management plan
● Highlight text
● Small group setting

High-Prep Differentiation:
● Alternative formative and summative assessments
● Guided Reading
● Personal agendas
● Project-based learning
● Tiered activities/assignments
● Varying organizers for instructions

Low-Prep Differentiation:
● Clubbing activities
● Exploration by interest
● Flexible groupings

Suggested Lessons for  Di�erentiation with Small Groups:
Bend I
4-Pushing a Student’s Thinking About Main Ideas
5- Supporting Vocabulary Development
6-Supporting Today’s Learning & Previous Learning
7-Watching & Listening Carefully to What Students Are Doing Around Text Complexity
8-Using Text Complexity Cards in Your Conferences and Small Groups
9-Summarizing as Texts Get Harder
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● Yopp-Singer test of Phoneme Segmentation
● Sentence-Writing Grade Placement Test
● Linguistics Phonemic Awareness Screener
● Linguistics Decoding Pre/Post Test
● Dyslexia Screener
● PRIM checklist
● LLI; Test Preparation Lesson Framework F&P levels

10-Predictable Challenges with Summarizing
12-Using your knowledge of text complexity to your advantage
14-Supporting Readers to Ask & Answer Questions
15-Supporting Foundational Work in Synthesizing Texts
16-Lifting the Level of Writing about Reading
17-Using the Learning Progression to Support Students

English Language Learners:

● Unit 4: ELA Curriculum for ELLs
● ESL 3-5
● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students at Risk for Failure:

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners}

Gifted and Talented

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cations
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Students with 504 Plans

● Subgroup Accommodations and Modi�cation
● Di�erentiation for All Students (Special Needs, ESL, Gifted Learners, & Mainstream

Learners)

Core Instructional and Supplemental Materials
Professional Resources:

Core Instructional, Supplemental, Instructional, and
Intervention Resources

Core Professional Resources: Core Instructional Resources:
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http://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/ela/ellscaffolding/5u4.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kxfBpODPOJTBc6fx1X2R2xCNuflEsLCq1XUFTTYYMlY/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-_iTnCmF_gGRzFuemszSGJwQnl4MDdRbnB2MDRTaEtQazdN/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
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● Tackling Complexity by Lucy Calkins
● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar,Fifth  Grade Tackling Complexity Unit
● 2019-20 Teachers College Calendar
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● The Reading Strategies Book by Jen Seravallo
● Prompting Guide
● Writing Resources and Scope and Sequences
● Units of Study Online Resources

Supplemental Professional Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Kits
● Rubric for Assessing a Retell on a Reading Level Assessment - Levels A-Z (Teachers

College)
● Primm Book
● Prompting Guide Part 1 - For Oral Reading and Early Writing
● Prompting Guide Part 2 - For Comprehension : Thinking, Talking, Writing
● Flip Your Writing Workshop: A Blended Learning Approach by Dana Johansen and Sonja

Cherry-Paul
● How’s It Going? A Practical Guide to Conferring with Student Writers by Carl Anderson
● Notebook Know-How: Strategies for the Writer’s Notebook by Aimee Buckner
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● Conferring Curriculum

● Any appropriate grade 6 novel as a read-aloud model to set up the routines
● National Geographic (Level S-T)
● Archaeology Magazine (Level S-T)
● Ten Mile Day: Any the Building of the Transcontinental Railroad by Mary Ann Fraser (Level

T)
● Coolies by Yin (picture book--historical �ction) (Level R)
● True Books:  The Transcontinental Railroad (Level T)
● The Split History of Westward Expansion in the United States by Neil Musolf (Level T-U)
● Who Settled the West by Bobbie Kalman (Level T-U)
● The Story of America: Westward Expansion by Greg Roza (Level T-U)
● Cobblestone (Level S-T)
● Shimmy Shimmy Shimmy like My Sister Kate:  Looking at the Harlem Renaissance by Nikki

Giovanni (Level S-T)
● On My Journey Now: Looking at African American History Through the Spirituals by Nikki

Giovanni (Level S-T)
● Rose That Grew From Concrete by Nikki Giovanni (Level S-T)
● The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (Level S-T)
● Songs by Bob Dylan
● Octopus by Harry Abrams (Level S-T)
● Under the Sea: Hidden World by C. Delafosse (Level S-T)
● A Look Inside Sharks and Rays by K. Banister (Level S-T)
● Shark Attack! DK Readers (Level S-T)
● When Lunch Fights Back by Rebecca Johnson (Level S-T)
● Alien Deep by Bradley Hague (Level S-T)
● Teacher-selected books for book talks and modeling good reader behaviors

Supplemental Resources:

● Conferring Curriculum
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website
● Conferring Menus
● 21st-Century Spaceships Series by Gloria Adams (Level R)
● Filming Stop-Motion Animation Series Zoe Saldana (Level P)
● Hedy Lamarr and Classified Communication by Virginia Loh-Hagan (Level Q)
● Making Slime Series by Amy Quinn (Level O)
● Poop Medicine Series by Laura Loria (Level O)
● Serengeti Research Journal Natalie Hyde (Level R)
● Surviving the Yellowstone Supervolcano Series by Charlie Ogden (Level Q)

Intervention Resources:

● Leveled Literacy Intervention Texts
● Six Minute Solutions
● Fountas and Pinell Guided Reading
● Fountas and Pinell Shared Reading
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bqe3A7aYp2t0DOKa8bzSU-CegXgCxaz5/view
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/folderview?id=0B7eaT_i9qrmZVkx4QVpaUEh3Y1k&usp=sharing
http://www.heinemann.com/myOnlineResources/default.aspx
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eENvFXvq8C3RlcAozXp110A1W2FPD6Tt1W84JB6BQpU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eENvFXvq8C3RlcAozXp110A1W2FPD6Tt1W84JB6BQpU/edit?usp=sharing
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
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Interdisciplinary Connections Integration of Technology through NJSLS

● Correlates to routines unit in math, rules and community units in social studies Identify
classroom routines in other subject areas: math, science, and social studies.

● In Social Studies discuss routines in the community
● Understand what it means to “read close” in social studies, science, and foreign language.
● O�er short, non�ction picture books and non�ction articles on science, social studies, and

foreign language related activities to encourage building background knowledge and
independent reading about topics of interest to students.

● Encourage students to respond to texts in their speci�c subject area notebooks as they re�ect
on what they have been reading.

● Highlight texts, themes, and re�ections that connect to themes related to the Holocaust; i.e.
power, bullying, empathy, and social activism.

● Create a word study word sort in Inspiration.
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Ongoing:
● Listen to books on CDs, tapes, videos or podcasts if available.
● Listen to books on websites (pbskids.org/lions/index.html, storylineonline.net, storyit.com,

Elementary Connections Page)
● Use document camera or overhead projector for shared reading of texts.

Other:
● Use Microsoft Word, Inspiration, or Smart Board Notebook software to write the words from

their word sorts.
● Use Inspiration to create a double timeline looking at plot events and character motivation.

Integration of 21st Century Themes and Skills Media Literacy Integration
● Financial, Economic, Business, and Entrepreneurial Literacy
● Civic Literacy
● Health Literacy
● Social Justice Literacy
● Creativity and Innovation
● Critical Thinking and Problem Solving Communication and Collaboration Information

Literacy
● Media Literacy
● Life and Career Skills

● Ask students to look for speci�c things when they view videos or read print material, and then
ask questions about those items

● Build on the intuitive knowledge students have gained from media about the story and
character

● Clarify the distinction between �ction and non�ction in di�erent types of media reporting on
the same topic

● Use print materials to practice reading and comprehension skills

Career Education Global Perspective
● New Jersey Educational Field Trip
● Connect With Rick Riordan
● Author Visit Kit
● Authors Who Skype

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National American Indian Heritage Month
● Black History Month
● National Women’s History Month,
● National Irish-American Heritage Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Asian Paci�c American Heritage
● Older Americans’ Month
● Jewish American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

Bend/Goals Teaching Points
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https://www.thehomeschoolmom.com/homeschooling-in-new-jersey/field-trips/
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Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum

Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
Bend 1: Reading Non�ction
About Westward Expansion
and Summarizing with
Structure in Mind
(Session 1: Identifying Structure)

(Session 2:  Creating predictions)

(Session 3:  Analyzing Text
Features)

(Session 4:  Reading Articles with a
Kean Alertness)

(Session 5:  Taking Notes by Adding
Supporting Details to the Main
Idea)

● (p. 170) Today I want to teach you that researchers preview non�ction articles by identifying the structure.
1. Recall/Review text structure posters containing keywords to rev up your mind.
2. Scan sub headings, titles, and looking for keywords that help identify the structure.
3. Finally jot an idea on a post-it or in your notebook about what you expect the article to be about and what ideas or

information you will learn.

● (p. 170) Today I want to teach you to analyze illustrations and pictures for the smallest details to create
predictions.

1. First start with analyzing a picture closely looking for details, objects, setting, color, etc.
2. Then think and answer, “Why did the author choose to show this?”
3. Finally connect and add to ideas you created with post-it notes or in your notebooks.

● (p. 171) Today I want to teach you to analyze all text features (timelines, graphs, maps, etc.) to preview non�ction
and generate ideas.

1. Start with analyzing the feature (timeline, graph, map, etc.) closely looking for details.
2. Then think and answer, “Why did the author choose to show this?”
3. Finally connect and add ideas you created with post-it notes or in your notebooks.

● (p. 172) Today I want to teach you that it is important to stay alert while you read articles and to either con�rm
or revise the ideas you make during previewing.

1. Keep the ideas you created for a particular article in front of their mind before they start reading.
2. Then read closely until you mind gets full.
3. Think, “Does this con�rm my previous ideas? or Do I have to revise my idea?”
4. Finally, choose a note taking strategy to help you hold onto you information.

(Note: At this point student will choose a note taking strategy they are comfortable with. During the next few lessons you may review if
necessary).

● (p. 173) Today I want to teach you to constantly read looking for the main ideas and take notes by adding
supporting details to them.

1. Students read until their minds get full. This could be a whole sub heading or a group of paragraphs.
2. Then draw on strategies to �nd the main idea (pop-out sentence, think what it is all about, etc. You may choose to

break these down to individual teaching points or small group work).
3. Jot a main idea down and support with key examples from the text.
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Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum

Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
(Session 6:  Analyzing Main Ideas
to Construct a Central Idea)

(Session 7:  Summarizing Main
Idea)

(Session 8:  Revising Our
Summaries)

(Session 9: Rereading through the
Lens of Structure)

(Session 10:  Using Strategies to
Figure Out Unfamiliar Words)

● (p. 174) Today I want to teach you to analyze all the main ideas from one article and �gure out how they �t
together under one central idea.

1. Review a text that has multiple main ideas and reread ideas.
2. Identify a connection between the ideas by thinking, “What do all these main ideas have in common?, What are

they all about?”
3. Finally construct a central idea that encompasses all the ideas.
4. Check your central idea to make sure it matches.

● (p. 175) Today I want to teach you to analyze the central and main ideas and rehearse completing a concise
summary of the article in writing or practicing with partners.

1. First review the central idea and main ideas you collected on an article.
2. Rehearse in your head by stating the central idea.
3. Then describe how the author constructed the article by using main ideas and structures. It is also bene�cial to use

prompts to aid in summarizing.
4. Practice with your partner then write your summary.

● (p. 176) Today I want to teach you how to revisit structure to help revise summaries.
1. First read a snippet of text and �gure out the structure.
2. Use key aspects of the structure to help show or develop main ideas of the text.
3. Check to make sure idea includes characteristics of that structure.
4. Revise or add to your summary.

● (p. 176) Today I want to teach you to reread di�erent articles on the same topic with the lens of structures.
1. First �nd two articles discussing the same topic or an article with multiple structures.
2. Identify the main ideas from those parts that include di�erent structures.
3. Think about the di�erences and how they were accomplished through changes in structure  by constructing a

theory in your notebook comparing the two parts or articles.

● (p. 177) Today I want to teach you that when you encounter unfamiliar vocabulary to use strategies to �gure out
the meanings of the those words.

(Note:  Could be a brainstorming lesson, since students in 5th grade come with many strategies).
1. Having students jot down a list of strategies they use when they run into a word they don’t know.
2. Identify the unfamiliar word.
3. Choose a strategy to use from the list generated.
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Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum

Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
4. Finally, keep reading and checking to see if you meaning is correct. It may be useful to check other sources, such as a

glossary or your reading partner to con�rm ideas.

Bend II: Learning About an
Aspect of the Westward
Expansion Through Reading
(Session 11:  Gathering Resources)

(Session 12:  Sorting Our Sources)

(Session 13:  Engaging on a Task
During Research)

(Session 14:  Jotting Down Only the
Important Information)

● (p. 177) Today I want to teach you that it is important to gather all of the resources you have on a topic and hunt for
parts that discuss your topic.

(Note:  During the first bend have students pick 3 possible research topics from a list you provide and have resources for. This lesson will
anticipate that students know their topic for their research project already. Also choose a class topic that you can explore with the class).

1. Work with research groups to gather books, articles, etc.
2. Then look at the table of contents, index, etc. to �nd page numbers of where information on your topics can be

found.
3. Make a list of all the resources you plan to read with page numbers, with the title of the book or articles.

● (p. 178) Today I want to teach you that it is important to read the easier all encompassing, articles before the
di�cult and narrow ones.

1. Look through all sources and notice if the article includes a broad scope (Explains the entire history of your topic in
one article) or is about one particular event, place, or thing inside of your topic?

2. Once you can sort in this way you can place broader resources at the top of your reading list and narrow topics at
the bottom.

3. Then you can group narrow topics even further. Some broad resource examples include textbooks and timelines
and some narrow resources include autobiographies or speci�c events in your topic.

● (p. 179) Today I want to teach you that good teams think about how to keep engaged an on task during research.
(Note:  Could be a brainstorming lesson).

1. You can jot down many ideas for making research exciting during group meetings
2. Make or add to list of group norms.
3. This could include sharing illustrations created by team members, an interesting fact, or a connection to the topic.

● (p. 180) Today I want to teach you to choose only what seems important to jot down and jot in your own words,
quickly, without full sentences.

1. First write the title of the article or book with the page number.
2. Read until your mind gets full.
3. Then think/rehearse with �ngers all the details explained in the section.
4. Come up with a main idea that encompasses all the details.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 15:  (Revisiting our Notes
to Revise for Accuracy)

(Session 16:  Adding Quotes to Our
Notes)

(Session 17:  Incorporating New
Learnings into Existing Notes)

(Session 18:  Analyzing Questions to
Help Me Think More Deeply
About My Topic)

(Session 19:  Using the “Lingo of
Experts” When Talking or Writing
About Our Topics)

5. Jot down main idea and underline then jot down supporting details in quickly without full sentences.

● (p. 181) Today I want to teach you that it is important to revisit notes to make sure that key people, places, and
events are included.

1. First review a particular note.
2. Then question whether there is a need for a content area word?
3. Add in a revision to note and underline word for easier access later.

● (p. 181) Today I want to teach you to add quotes within your notes to help make future writings easier.
1. First notice/�lter any section of a text that is powerful. Make sure this section is not too big.
2. Incorporate quote into a supporting detail quote that matches.
3. Check to make sure the quote �ts the main idea.

● (p. 182) Today I want to teach you that sometimes it’s important to incorporate new learnings into existing notes.
1. First when reading an article, think if you have taken notes on this topic or idea before.
2. Flip through your notebook and �nd a main idea that could �t your the information you gather from the new

article.
3. As you read the new article, jot down information into a new section, but include the article and page number so

you can reference later. You may decide to start new notes, but it is important to start thinking about grouping the
information under similar main ideas or other types of notes.

● (p. 182) Today I want to teach you that it is important to take the time to question your teams or yourself on your
topics and subtopics.

1. First, analyze the list of questions that help you think deeply about your topic (Why was my topic signi�cant to
American history? Why do we still care about this topic today? Why have authors taken time to write books on it?
How does my topic change American History or life in America?).

2. Then ask one of these questions by showing evidence from your research.
3. As a team record and listen to ideas.

● (p. 183) Today I want to teach you that it is important for teams to incorporate the “lingo of experts” when
talking and writing about their topics.

1. First, look for words that show up again and again in the text or that have that textbook bold letter feel. Sometimes
the word could be a descriptive word. For example, the word “grueling” may describe the Oregon Trail.
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Florham Park English Language Arts Curriculum

Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 20:  Using “Thought
Prompts to Push Our Thinking and
to Develop New Ideas)

(Session 21: Asking  Questions to
Consider Causes, Consequences and
Relationships of Events in History)

(Session 22: Using Our Notes for
Discussion)

(Session 23:  Raising the Level of
Note-Taking)

2. Then compile a list of words and group them with other words that share a similar category in a glossary or create a
word wall with your team (People, Events, Places, Objects, Descriptive Words).

3. Finally, practice using them in your jottings and discussions in your group.

● (p. 183) Today I want to teach you to grow ideas about a topic using the same “thought prompts” that you use to
grow ideas in talking.

1. First it is important to look back at your main ideas and supporting details and use them as a starting point.
2. Analyze the main ideas and ask yourself, “Why was this important? What did this allow people to accomplish? Why

is this so important for the study of Westward Expansion?” Main ideas work well for this type of work.
3. Then use prompts to push your thinking and to develop new ideas on a new type of page in your notebook. These

will be on new pages for thinking.
▪       I used to think…but now I realize…
▪       At one point I thought…and now I think…
▪       My ideas about….are complicated.
▪       On the one hand, I think…While on the other hand, I think….

● (p.184) Today I want to teach you that it is important to ask yourself questions to consider causes, consequences,
and the relationships of events in history.

(Note:  Use same steps as above lesson, but ask yourself these questions and then push your thinking using class prompts).
1. Does that remind you of anything you have already learned?
2. What might be a result of _______?
3. What might lead to _______?
4. What do you think caused______?

● (p. 185) Today I want to teach you to use your notes when having discussions about your topics.
1. Gather and review your notes before discussion
2. Make a plan for the idea/s you want to share in order of importance.
3. Take the time to stop and develop an idea by referencing another section of notes or the text.

● (p. 185) Today I want to teach you to raise the level of your note-taking.
1. One way to raise the level of note-taking is to switch notebooks with a partner and give feedback using the skills we

have learned.
2. Leaving post-it and comments could help you improve.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence
(Session 24:  Tackling Harder Texts
by Using Partners and Strategies)

(Session 25:  Skimming a Section
for Easier Reading)

(Session 26:  Thinking Across Texts
and Comparing Ideas)

3. Another way is to read and take notes on the same article during one day in class and compare notes at the end.
What was di�erent? The same? Dates and vocabulary including? Let’s look at the text together to clear up some
misunderstandings.

● (p. 185) Today I want to teach you to tackle harder texts by using partners and strategies to make the reads easier.
1. Brainstorm list of steps/strategies that partners should use to help readers tackle hard texts.
2. Preview the text and make a quick summary before reading.
3. Discuss with your partner.

● When parts get di�cult, push past them.
● Continue to summarize as much as you glean, even if you aren’t able to grasp   everything.

● (p. 186) Today I want to teach you that by reading the �rst and last sentence of every paragraph you can read
complex texts easier.

1. First, students read �rst and last sentence and think, “What is the main idea?”
2. If you can’t get the main idea you skim the section as well.
3. Then pick some supporting details to match your main idea.

● (p. 186) Today I want to teach you to think across your texts and compare the ideas you have been generating.
1. First, ask yourself the questions such as…

● What are the most important ideas that I want to forward?
● How can I pop out the really big ideas, maybe by writing or saying more about them, maybe by using text

features to help make those ideas more important to people reading and listening to me?
● Why should people care about this subtopic?
● How does this topic change or add to a person's understanding of Westward Expansion?

2. Think and write your answers to these questions they are lesson ideas.

Bend III: Building Theories
and Reading Critically (Session
27:  Developing Bigger Ideas)

(Session 28:  Using Themes and
Lessons From a Time Period to
Create Theories)

● (p. 187) Today I want to teach you to look over all your ideas and �nd what they have in common to develop bigger
ideas.

1. First ask, “What do all these have in common? What is di�erent about these ideas?”
2. Then zoom in on the ideas. Sort main ideas into categories. Then ask and answer the questions above.
3. Create theory using the answers from prompts that hypothesize/speculate (Maybe it was….., It might have been the

case…., etc.). Then create a theory chart to keep track of the ideas.

● (p. 187) Today I want to teach you to create theories by using themes/lessons from the time period to formulate their
ideas. (Note:  You can brainstorm a list of themes that fit Social Studies.)
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 29:  Reading More
Critically and Deeply)

(Session 30:  Writing Summaries
the Include Multiple Viewpoints)

(Session 31: Figuring Out Author’s
Point of View and Analyzing How
it Sways You to Think a Certain
Way about the Topic)

(Session 32:  Understand the
Impacts of Point of View)

1. First review your notes and think about words that are common themes in our world (Power, progress, passion,
greed, etc.) Then analyze your main ideas to �nd words that match.

2. Then construct a sentence using that theme word. For example, Progress seems to mean only progress for some; other
groups lose out…, Throughout American History, it seems that one way of being powerful was to get more land.

● (p. 188-189) Today I want to teach you to read critically and more deeply by considering what details the authors
of their texts have included and compare them with other views.

(Note: The Split History of Westward Expansion by Musolf is a good mentor text for this lesson).
1. First, hunt for your notes and theories on the same topic (One author may focus on pioneers as courageous, while

another author focuses on the destruction of the bu�alo as the downfall of native American Cultures).
2. Then think by asking,

● “What is con�icting about the two theories or ideas?”
● The text says, “....”, but this text says “....”
● The text con�icts with what the other text said by…
● This text builds on what the other text has said by…

3.   Finally, record the discrepancies or supported ideas from authors for later consideration  using a chart or post-it note.

● (p. 189) Today I want to teach you to give summaries that include multiple viewpoints on a particular topic across
all texts.

1. Find the article you used mainly for an idea.
2. Pick another article that discusses the same topic.
3. Find the main viewpoint of the author.
4. Write a sentence in your summary/theory acknowledging the viewpoint, by using speci�c prompts.

● (p. 190) Today I want to teach you to read to �gure out the point of view of the author and analyze how the
author is swaying you to think a certain way about the topic.

1. First students should reread articles that are particularly strong for the theories you constructed.
2. When you approach a part that sways you to one side analyze it for what moved you. For example, an author may

say, “Boldly, full of courage and determination, settlers set forth on the journey west.” The words “Boldly, full of
courage and determination..” give you the idea that the author supports the settlers.

3. Form an opinion using text evidence or the words the detail the author’s viewpoint.

● (p. 191) Today I want to teach you to understand and know the impact of a �rst person account.
1. Identify the point of view of an article before reading. (I, me, you, they, etc.)
2. Read the document and ask yourself, “What do I feel after experiencing the event through this person’s eyes?”
3. Use evidence of feeling to include in theories.
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Grade 5 Scope and Sequence

(Session 33:  Analyzing
Organization)
(Session 34:  Pushing our Thinking
Further)

● (p. 191) Today I want to teach you to �nd the author’s point of view by analyzing organization priority, text
structure, text features, and examples that they chose to use.

(Note:  Any one of these lessons could be its own teaching point, but it could also be posed as a group all at once).
1. Students can reread critically zooming in with questions…

● Why did the author start the passage with that image? Fact?
● Why did the author most likely say this?
● Why is that [illustration, map, timeline, etc.] included?
● What point does that example support?

2. Think about what those answers tell you about the point of view of the author using a prompt that includes
evidence.

● (p. 192) Today I want to teach you to revisit critical questions push your thinking further.
1. First students should pick a question they feel particularly strong about from a list of questions:

● Why was my topic signi�cant to American History? Why do we still care about  this topic today? Why
have authors taken the time to write books on it?

● How does my topic change American HIstory or life in America?
● What are the bene�ts and consequences related to my topic? Who bene�tted? Who did not? How were

di�erent groups of people a�ected?
2. Then answer question by using any prompts to push your thinking including theories, and evidence from multiple

sources. All the writing completed can complement the work on the research projects in writing.

Skills (Students will be able to…)
● Analyze text features from a text.
● Draw inferences from a text.
● Compare and contrast characters, setting, or events by using speci�c details in the text.
● Determine the meaning of words, phrases, and �gurative language within a text.
● Describe how the narrator’s point of view in�uences how the events are described.
● Summarize a text.
● Explain relationships between individuals, events, ideas, or concepts in a historical �ction text.
● Compare and contrast the overall structure of a text.
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